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“Kassys,” the posthumous opera of Massenet, is to 
be given at the Opera Comique, Paris, next fall. 
The Mozartum at Salzburg has recently been pre¬ 
sented with a watch that was given to Mozart by Maris 
Second—Semi-monthly high grade choral concerts in 
Music Hall. 
Third—Six series of international concerts, choral and 
orchestral, each consisting of from four to six in„Festival 
Hall and in Music Hall. 
Fourth—Three series of three concerts each of ora¬ 
torical festivals by united American choral societies in 
Festival Hall. 
Fifth-—Concerts in Festival Hall under the auspices of 
German singing societies. 
Sixth—Concerts in Festival Hall under the auspices 
of Swedish singing societies. 
PHILADELPHIA, PA., AUGUST, 1892, 
Theresa, 
4 Monthly' Publication for the Teachers and Students of 
Bilusic. 
SroscEirexoH Bates Si .80 per year (payable in advance). 
Single Copy, 15 cents. The feci that Theodore Thomas is musical director of 
the World’s Columbian Exposition is assurance suffi¬ 
cient that musid ofthe' highest order and excellence will 
be provided. Fine halls will be provided, and some¬ 
thing like half a million dollars will be expended to 
make the musical • features of the Exposition' a success. 
Two of the halls will cost each $100,000, and $175,000 
has been set apart for an orchestra of 120 skilled rnusi- 
cians, who will be drilled by Theodore Thomas. This 
orchestra will be the nucleus about which will be formed 
•it,* grand choruses 
' rmV. "■ Tr-» T. tr « 1% .1 TT* • . • V * ■ ■ V .V 
The courts have decided that all subscribers to newspapers are 
held responsible until arrearages &m paid and their papers' are 
orde &, to be discontinued. 
THEODORE PRESSES, ' , 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
seen that the plans are comprehensive and promise 
most gratifying results:— 
Recognizing the responsibility of his position, the 
musical director groups all intended illustrations around 
two central ideas— _ j 
1. To make a complete showing to the world of mu¬ 
sical progress in this country in all grades and depart¬ 
ments from the lowest to the highest. , ! 
2. To bring before the people of the United States a 
full.illustration of music in its highest forms as exempli¬ 
fied by the most enlightened nations of the world. 
In order to carry out this conception of the unexam¬ 
pled opportunity now presented, three co-operative 
audition! are in lie>le - 
1. The hearty support of American musicians, ama¬ 
teurs, and societies, ft. participation on great festival 
occasions of popular music and for the interpretation of 
the most advanced compositions, American and foreign. 
2. The presence at the Exposition of many of the 
representative musicians of the world, each to conduct 
performances of Ms own principal compositions and 
those of Mb countrymen, all upon a scale of the utmost 
completeness 
3. A provision on the part of the Exposition authori¬ 
ties of the means necessary for carrying out these plans 
in the erection of the halls indispensable for successful 
performances and in the engagement of solo artists, 
orchestras, and bands. 
Consideration of these three lines of inquiry has taken 
much time, but progress is sufficiently advanced to per¬ 
mit the Bureau of Music the following preliminary 
announcement:— 
Tim halls have been officially .agreed upon • and their 
construction ordered. These will be advantageously 
situated within the Exposition grounds. 
1. A. recital hall, for quartet concerts, etc., seating 
500 people. _ 
2.1 A music hall, with accommodation for 120 players, 
300 ci «, ei . i ,n 4‘ an audience of 1000 
3. A festival hall, for performances upon the largest 
practicable scale, with 200 players, 2000 singers, and an 
audien 2e of 7000. 
The entire range of the performance proposed may be 
seen from the following tentative classification’:— 
First—Semi-weekly high grade orchestral concertc in 
Music Hall 
THE IATI0IAL 'OOMEIVATORY EHTBAI0E 
ESA] IIATlOffS, HOME. . 
Mme. Bloomfield-Zieseer is passing the .summer in 
Europe. ... - I 
August Hyllested is in Europe Y6r the summer 
months. . ' 
Wh. H. Sherwood is giving an extended series of 
recitals at Chautauqua. 
Moszkowski’s new opera, “ Boabdil,” is to be heard 
in ■ 1r ork next sei son 
“ L’Amico Fritz,” the new opera by Mascagni, was 
fir it hear 1 in Phil ;< ipl ia. 
.. The Chevalier de Kontski gave two recitals at Grand 
Rapids, Mich., July 16th and 18th. 
Miss Neally Stevens gave eighty-five recitals the 
past season, her last concert being given at Salt Lake 
City. ■ 
’ James Mb Tract, of Boston, has been appointed 
Director of Music in the Normal College, Des Moines, 
Iowa.: 
The Music Extension Society of Chicago was incor¬ 
porated recently by C. B. Cady, Emil Liebling, and 
others. 
- -- - FOREIGN. - - --:- 
Sarasate has given a series of concerts in London 
recently. 
Dr. Richter a giving a series of summer .concerts in 
London. 
■ De Paohmann gives a series of concerts Is England 
next season. 
Ah international singing contest was held in Brussels 
July 17th and 18th. 
The Leeds Triennial Festival ic to be held October 
5th to 8th inclusi re. 
Verdi is working on a composition for the Columbus 
Celebration, at Genoa, this autumn 
“Bethlehem,” a new oratorio by Dr. Mackenzie, is 
announced for the Gloucester Choir Festival.. 
To all persons , showing, aptitude for receiving instruc¬ 
tion, tuition is given practically, gratis; the normal fees 
demanded as an additional stimulus to the student’s 
indi i r rs pend I i art eri g the isefulnes f 
the institution. It is the desire of the Board to gather 
from all parts of the United States pupils whose after¬ 
labors will advance the cause of music in their native 
land. Address, Nos. 126 and 128 East Seventeenth St., 
New York City. 
The annual entrance examinations of the National 
Conservatory of Music, New York, will be held as fol¬ 
lows . 
Piano and Organ—Sept. 12 and 13, 9 a. h. to 12 m., 
and 2 to 6p. i. 
Harp,’cello, and all other orchestral instruments—- 
Sept. 15, from 9 a. m. to 12 m. 
Violin—Sept. 15, 2 to 5 p. m. 
Voice—Sept. 19, 20, and 21, from 9 a. m. to 12 m. ; 
2 to 5 p. m. ; and Sept. 21, from 8 to 10 p. m. 
Composition—-Oct. 3 and 4, from 9 a. m. to 12 m., and 
2 to 5 p.m. 
Chorus—Nov. 2, from 8 to 10 p. m. 
Orchestral—Nov. 7, from 4 to 6 p. m. 
The object of the National Conservatory of Music 
being the advancement of music in the United States 
through the development of American talent, applica¬ 
tions for admission into the classeB of the conservatory 
are hereby invited. 
1 ‘ What a pity it is that women do not wear feathers,’ 
remarked a New York society man to a friend. 
‘ They do.” 
But [ n ean feathei growing *1 >ver them, i ■ 
nari< . ai d ' arrots ’ - 
Why do you enfcerti n ku i a si gular msh ? 
“You know birds moult several times a year, don’t 
you? and while they are shedding their feathers they do 
not sing ? 
“Just so.” - • . . 
“ Well, I’ve got a sister who is training ic* jom a 
church choir.”- • Texas Siftings. 
150 ITHE ETU 
EDITOBIAL HOTES. 
SHOWING THE PROOF. 
To be known as a pupil of a celebrated conservatory 
of music is a help to a young teacher if his acquire¬ 
ments prove' that he is a worthy representative of his 
school or teacher. The public cannot at once find how 
much or how little a student has learned in his school 
or college studies, bat the music pupil shows what he 
knows and does not know every time he speaks npon 
musical subjects or plays or sings a passage of music. 
The following clipping from s teachers’ journal has 
something to say upon this subject:— 
“ Unless a man has something to show for his advan¬ 
tages and opportunities, the less "fie Bays about them as 
his possession, the better. In one’s education and 
training, it is. of little use .for a young man to say that 
he “served his time” at a trade or at a certain busi¬ 
ness if his attainments and. skill give no proof that his 
time served him. If a young man says that he has 
studied five. languages under the best teachers, it is 
only to his added discredit if he can neither read not 
speak any one of those five languages fluently or criti¬ 
cally. It is ’ of less importance that a student .goes 
throng’ll college, than that college goes through a stu¬ 
dent. What a man can slow as a result of Ms ad van- 
tages'and opportunities is- worth a great deal more to him 
than a long list of advantages and opportunities which 
might have shown him that which he now has not. He 
who floes well in spite of his lack of helps deserves more 
credit, th nh< o lacl . ;had.” 
Water soon finds its level,” and so does the young 
music teacher. Therefore, it is not only well that he 
: shall have made good use of his opportunities as a 
stbdei . but 11 n: row in 
knowledge and skill, • He may rest assured that his 
public will know ana appreciate-him at his true worth. 
and their more sure and rapid results, to say nothing of 
the travelers’ and pupils’ idea of which Way is the more 
enjoyable. One of the most important principles of our 
newer lethods is illustra om Dr. 
•Id H .ag:— 
It is of the utmost importan: ’ to the intellectual education that, 
self-activity should be used. However dissimilar childhood and 
old age may be, they are sure to agre respect, i. e., that 
the highest attainable thing is the use of on.1 a powers in the 
interests or service of a j. ,t, noble object. This is just as possible 
to the Child in his way as to the grown person in his way. There¬ 
fore, the matter which the child is expecte. 
be of such a nature as to make him a self dng, whether he 
works preferably with his imagination or with 
By means f sel ~ 
k, without suspecting t? he is laying in this way a e 
same time the best 
ing lies, as Duhri has strikingly observed, midway between play, 
which overcomes self-created obstacles, and veritable work,' which 
overcomes real, objective obstacles. Idleness anti, wunt of practice 
are the only real hindrances which lie in the path of the labor 
of learning. 
Piano players can bring themselves pleasure and 
dvancemt ,• in their art 1 f playing wi !• oth t ins ri 
ments, especially with the violin and ’cello. Some of 
the greatest compositions of the,masters were written for 
these three instruments, bnt there are large catalogues 
of music written by classic and modern composers con¬ 
taining all grades of difficulty that players can select 
from. It is worth much to an ambitions student to 
become thoroughly acquainted with the capabilities 
and effects of these instruments, and how the com¬ 
pose s hav< written foi them. « ublishers ci i furnish 
nnsic fc alt < f any possibl < imt nation * stri 
wind, and percussion instruments. .Hot the least to be 
gained by snch practice is facility in reading and a steadi¬ 
ness in time. 
COMPOSERS 4.ND PERFORMERS. 
The great musical composers will be 'reinembered for 
ages after the brilliant musical performers are forgotten. 
The composer, by the aid of the printing-press, puts his 
creations in form for all who care to play them, and if 
his compositions are worthy they are never forgotten; 
but the performer is rarely remembered beyond the life 
of his auditors; the second generation knows him not. 
But this is not fully true, for when the performer stirs 
the very soul of the hearer, then their fame lives longer. 
Why should performers .who are for a time, perhaps, 
equally popular not be equally remembered ? It is the 
player who makes .his technic subservient to expression, 
that moves the emotions of Ms hearers, who is remem¬ 
bered By t s it ia clearly seen that the learner should 
seek 4s play with depth of expression rather Ilian with 
brilliancy, to touch the heart rather than tickle the 
fancy. But it requires as perfect a technic for the 
greatest effects in expression as for the most brilliant 
key b iard pyi 3tec hnics 
THE OLD AND NEW IN TEACHING METHODS, 
The rod of correction and the lesson are as closely 
connected as are the school-house and the school-master 
in the minds of -many now living. Text-books were 
made purposely difficult, and in some instances con- 
tained.false . and..misleading. statements. put.. there - ex¬ 
pressly. to.’ puzzle the child. Some teachers never see 
ee ti in ; xer ises or he u * -tain pa s g 3 ol mnsi . » ith 
, oat seeming to. feel a tingling of their teacher’s pencil 
on their knuckles. ■ It is related that an inspector visited 
a-school-and asked the children if all did not .want to 
be, good scholars and have every lesson well learned; 
all dill but one boy, who gave m a reason for preferring 
ignorance to' learning, “ that he did not want to get 
a beating for every lesson, and that was why he didn’t 
like school, anyhow.” We now laugh at the “rapid 
transit” of the canal packet and stage coach of our 
fathers, bat the improvements exemplified in the “ ves 
tibnle and limited express ” of now-a-day are no more 
marked than is oar advancement In teaching methods,] 
TACT IN CORRECTING PUPILS. 
Beethoven once said to Czerny, “Don’t stop a pupil 
on account of small errors, but correct him after he has 
come to the end of his piece. Although I give but little 
instruction, I always follow this rale.” 
A child is especially sensitive over a musical recita¬ 
tion. A mistake in geography or arithmetic disturbs 
him very little, but a mistake in the recitation of the 
mu8icle8son disconcerts him extremely* especially if the 
teacher points it out with severity; and when the pnpil 
is once made nervous, it is impossible for him to regain 
self-control and do justice during the remainder of the 
lesson hour. 
Pupils see their mistakes from their own standpoint, 
and excuse themselves for them from reasons the teacher 
does not comprehend, since he too often judges from an 
ideal standard, without due sympathy for the child’s lack 
of musical skill, and when with the chagrin of failure 
there comes a sense of injustice from undne criticism, 
the teacher’s influence is at an end. 
Nothing is easier than to criticise, but it is the most 
dangerons part of a teacher’s work. The criticism should 
not be made in a fault-finding manner. Almost always 
the pupil knows he has made a mistake, and it is adding 
insnlt to injury to open the wound and expose and un¬ 
necessarily chafe the sensitive feelings of the pupil. But 
the teacher might say, “In playing that passage, it would 
be best to do it in such and such a manner,” for, as above 
said, when the pupil is disconcerted the lesson proper is 
practically at an end. A well-known writer speaks of 
tb< subject as follows :— 
“So long as humanity is imperfect, it will be easy to 
pick flaws in its work. That’s the lowest grade of criti¬ 
cism. The genius of criticism consists in knowing when 
and how much to compliment. It takes greatness to 
rec ognize the re illy great 
The teacher has something more delicate in his hands 
than common clay when .be teaches a pnpil of even ordi- 
diuary ind he should pupil’s 
thought in such a way as to lead him onward, as is 
b< mtifully • res t n the stanza from Lonj fellow; - 
or let him inspire his pnpil with the spirit of the “ Psalm 
of Life:”— ' 
“Let us then be up and doing, 
■With a ft for any fate; 
■ Still achieving, still pursuing. 
Learn to labor mdti wait. 
1 e teacher should give snch careful attention to this 
part of his work that he shall become skillfnl in pointing 
out the remedy with tact, so as not to wound the feelings ' 
of the most sensitive pupil. “Nothing is so fragile as’ 
thought in its infancy—an Interruption breaks It; noth¬ 
ing is so powerful, even to the overturning of mighty 
empires, when it reaches maturity.”' 
All right-minded pupils are anxious to improve; they 
already too plainly feel their shortcomings, and if the 
teacher will only point out how to avoid the mistake, 
rather than the mistake alone, he will place the student 
on the plane of rapid advancement and Becure his friend¬ 
ship, through which he will be enabled to lead him far 
onward in the art of music. 
Pointing out a better way and holding up an attain¬ 
able ideal before tbe pnpil tends to increase his enthu¬ 
siasm and lead him onward, whereas mere criticism and 
fault-finding have tbe reverse effect. It is well not to 
forget that interest and advancement in music go band 
in hand, and that both are measured by the pleasure and 
enjoyment taken in its study. 
Mistakes avoided are infinitely better than mistakes 
corrected. Here, indeed, the oft-repeated caution will 
be timely: “Pursue slow, pains-taking practice until 
tbe hands shall have acquired facility in the technical 
part of a composition, as well as the brain mastered the 
subtleties of its intricacies.” After oft-repeated practice 
of the difficult passage by itself till all technical obstacles 
are overcome, it should be played at its correct tempo, 
and wherever in tbe piece there is a disposition to hesi¬ 
tate, npon that point tbe pnpil should still continue 
slow practice. 
A FEW THOUGHTS POE YOUNG TEAOHEBS. 
The musician who is satisfied with himself is not apt 
to rise any higher, bat he who knows he knows little is 
in a fair way of reaching the top round of the ladder in 
time. 
Never speak ill of another teacher ; remember, you 
may have faults as well as he. Always see that what 
you do is well done, and tbe public will not be long in 
finding it out. 
The pnpil who does not ask questions, who never has 
anything to say, who, when asked if she understands 
certain points in tbe lesson, will invariably answer in 
the affirmative, when Bhe does not understand them at 
all, is one of the most undesirable pupils a teacher 
can have. 
In selecting mnsic for a pupil’s recital, I think each 
pnpil should be given the piece most suited to her taste. 
The pupil who has a quick, nervous temperament should 
be given a brilliant piece, and the one who is naturally 
slow and somewhat timid will do much better if given 
a romance, nocturne, or adagio movement, Bimply be¬ 
cause it is more suited to her style. 
“ B eaven’a not reached by a, slrsgle bdnnd. 
We uild ider by whi se 
From the lowly earth to the vaulted sides, 
And regain ts uw mii ‘ a l jrxoon ‘ 
Do not spoil a good concert or recital by having the 
programme too long. - There is such a thing as giving 
people too much of a good thing at one time. Better 
have people go away after the programme is finished 
feeling as though they had Bpent a pleasant evening and 
would like to hear more. Teachers who give public re¬ 
citals must try and please the public if they expect to 
be successful. Have a programme of as much variety 
as possible.. I am in favor of short pieces also. The 
pnpil will do better and the public will enjoy it more. 
Do not have several long sonatas on yonr programme, 
something else is better; limit the time of your recital 
to ah hoar and a half, and it will be a greater su&imis 
than it would if it lasted two or three hours. This re¬ 
fers especially to public recitals. F. A. W. 
Illlilililallll 
} 
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SIGHT-READING ON THE PIANO. same time. This would naturally lighten the path of try and finish every phrase as it ought to be, to bring out 
- thl“ghtT5ader* • - - every tone with the right discrimination. This is where : 
■ BY ALBERT w. borst. _ The writer, before closing, cannot refrain from allud- “ art is long." One can never execute a phrase so well 
- - ™*Ito th® “eans which led him to acquire such facilities that it might not, perhaps, be improved by s touch here 
So important is this branch of musical culture, that sight-reading as he possesses. When studying in and there, 
all teachers agree as to the necessity for early attention ®urnPe* he was instructed by his master to subscribe to a 
to it. Whilst the majority wait until the pupils have mu“ea* circulating library. . 
some general proficiency, there are a few who insist he could read over six new pieces each week, 
that it is the rational starting point. advanced player, the progress made by such 
That this power of reading new music rapidly is easier ™ust he of immense value. Why, then, cannot such „ 
to some natures than' to others, is just as true as that library be established in every large city of the States? j requires courage to do so, 
some find any arithmetical problem their great bite ProPer management It would prove 
noiv. The best sight-readers are usually those who vestment. And the amount of pleasure afforded to the and extended chords and . o_ _j 
possess self-reliance and tact, and whose quick intnition learner would be the strongest stimulus to renewed ef- effects canuot be made effective without the use of the 
enables them to extract at once the honey from ibrts. We should thus be following Ruskin’s theory, pedal to blend the tones. 
its floral covering. Such people one meets with at the ^at “the entire objec| of education is to make people 8. After a piece has been learned, it is very beneficial 
breakfast table, who will, after a few glances, give us an n0^ on^ right thingB, but enjoy the right things.” to study it mentally away from the piano, traversing all 
epitome of the-daily news. --- ' the operations and effects in the mind, either from the 
Here we pick up our first hint, viz.: to skim through rtHTW A PTPHP PAV PTTPTTA PPP Pag® fr°m memo^\ 0ne can often in this way hit 
the music set before us for sight-reading without any J1UV¥ oauaix rx-nwP xuu. ruJdJjIU JrxiJt- upon improvements m the rendering here and there. It 
regard to the mistakes we make in transit. The Arabian * ORMANCJE. is so much easier to play a piece mentally than actually. 
proverb serves as a timely reminder—“A live dog is - One should always think over a piece thus, just before a 
better than a'dead lion. ” This action of obtaining a c BY herve d. wilkins. public performance, as it helps concentration of thought 
high musical pressure, in order to acquire confidence - and gives confidence and repose. 
and to grasp instantaneously the general tenor of a com- 1. The piece selected for public performance should After an exhaustive study of a piece, the mind may 
position—like all strong Btimulants—may become a dan- be easily within the student’s powers as regards the tech- be somewhat weary of it, and to lay it aside for a short 
gerous habit. The teacher must, at the! outset, insist nical contents. ti®e and then resume it will help to freshen the delivery 
upon the scholar looking upon this branch under con- If the piece selected be not too difficult for the student aQd affords new interest in the piece, 
sideration from a diametrically opposite point of view at his present stage of progress, there will be far fewer IQ* How long one should practice depends entirely 
to his usual habit of study. The reading is to be done difficult passages to be overcome, and the student can nPon the individual and upon circumstances. One 
quickly and more or less superficially, but in everything study delivery, which should be the main point when a should study enough to improve as much as possible,- but 
else exactness and attention to details must be enforced, piece for pnblic performance is to be studied. It is often never when the mind or the body is fatigued. 
Four-hand playing, in which the master has the se- harder to bring out a melody under difficult conditions The main thing is to learn, and learn well, no matter 
condo and priino alternately, is one of the best means than to execute a passage requiring only sureness and bow many or how few hours it takes. '■ 
to make a good sight-reader. As the list of such pieces, agility, and to execnte a passage pianissimo as required H* It used to be the fashion years ago to play and talk 
with an independent, interesting bass part, is not very often demands more study than all the bolder passages. or rea<I a book at the same time. It was said that Arthur 
large, some care must be taken in making a selection. Finally, the student should acquire-the difficult pas- Napoleon could play a difficult piece and carry on a con- 
The tempo at first will, o)''necessity, be very moder- sages at once, and then rehearse the piece as a whole, to versation at the same time. And students used to prac- 
ate; the main object is to play through the composition study the expression, until one part is as easy as another, tice with a story-book on the music-rack; but times are 
with but few stops. & and the piece can be executed with discrimination, different, and such practice and such music has proved 
For beginners, it will even be occasionally advisable, at which itself is a higher study than that of power, lightness, be of no value. One cannot make music or study it 
the approach of comparatively intricate passages, to pro- or agility, taken separately. unless the mind is fully concentrated upon the work in 
ceed with one hand alone for the duration of such pas- 2. Most “hard runs ” are a modification or a mixture hand, 
sages. In such cases it will be the inner part that will of the scales and other passages, and if the student has 
have to be sacrificed. Well-marked dance rhythms, already mastered the transposition of such passages in all 
marches, etc., are very appropriate for a commence- keys, he will need only to rehearse the run or passage as 
ment. Let keys -v ith sharps and flats be t iken in alter- found »-»the pi 'co¬ 
nation as far as convenient. ; There are two passages in Liszt’s “ Rigoletto” which 
A student of a conscientious nature is apt to feel dis- .may fairly be called difficult, one a chromatic scale in try, yea, the absolute necessity of industrious application, 
heartened after the first lame attempts. A word oren- large thirds, and one for the hands in alternation in if anything worthy of ^note_ is to be accomplished or 
eonragement is here of benefit. lake, the opportunity small sixths, but bo one is qualified to begin the study of ^heswmaxi^s ^d^fverbs-they^are 
of | Dintini out - >me ©f the hief errors, espt eialij • n these * runs imt 1 h shall ) j1- had extensive pra 2t :■ ICC ^ed a self evid nttn ths by al and yet not ma y 
points of phrasing, so that when the duet is brought a of double scales in all keys, with all the practice which think seriously of the facts they emphasize, and fewer 
second time a more correct performance will be the re- ought-to precede such studies. No one can expect to yet make any, special effort to practice their precepts. 
,, „ . Quickness and slowness are constitutional: the rapid- 
8nIt* ■ - ' ' ma8ter fck and them gently and mumc- ,fcy ^ whicfa the pnlae' beats is an unfailing indicator 
One of the main aids to sight-reading is a knowledge ally without having first made extensive studies leading 0f the individual’s activity, although confounded by 
of the chords. We are not yet sufficiently advanced in up to them. . r - ■ ■ • some.. Industry and laziness are entirely different; they 
musical education to insist on every pianist having even 8. 'Every player should have a daily routine of techni- S1r® matters of habit. You may be constitutionally slow 
a partial knowledge of the laws of harmony. But we cal studies, covering the various sorts of passages Southey SlSlylr*^^ 
do expect a child who is to accomplish something besides enumerated abovey including rhythms and accentuation,- aB those whose pulse beats rapidly and who 'move - with 
getting a few set pieces, nay after twelve months or go as ills only by this sort of study, diligently followed, that' correeponding activity. ^ In fact, it is frequently the 
good grounding, to be familiar with .the major and minor one can expect to become a master. Even artists-who1 quick-moving that are least industrious; relying upon 
chords. Later on the dominant and diminished sevenths have presumably done all this work over and over again Jfnating^h^coutract habits'of idleness!18 &D prOCraS 
are imbibed with arpeggio practice. • . find it most advantageous to go over the entire-field of “How to succeed” maybe told in two words—“ Be 
Amongst numerous other advantages which accrue technical materials when preparing for a pnblic appear- industrious.” Enumerate all the successful men_ you 
from devoting-some-time to'dipping into new music, one ance. The student should practice thus invariably daily ^now investigate, and you will find, without p single 
. ,i ... .. - , , . ,, , , c . exception, they were remarkably industrious. The in- 
1H that. r.hA vfmnor ntnnfmt.ia tAPAon itAilftOAn hia avaa .Ipaiw . nc»f-#vi*CkVTaktnor niv rhn nrnn^ir nr rnflOAn- - - . *. ■ v * " . .i . i *. i #* , 
7- There should always be a great deal of practice 
By this inexpensive plan without the pedal; one acquires thereby a taste for 
■ To any clearness, and a freedom from bad habits of abusing the 
a scheme pedal. Some of the best'bravura effects are heightened 
a- by abandoning the pedal entirely at a moment when it 
And then, again, the pedal 
a paying in- | effects ought to be studied thoroughly. Many arpeggios 
. , , --—1 murmurii and ‘ cloudy - 
INDUSTRY IMPERATIVE 
■ 
.'HE AST OF MUSICAL DICTATION. 
BY W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
The object of musical dictation is to educate the pupil 
to apprehend accurately tpne relations as he hears them 
and to note them completely. It is the correlative of the 
art of reading music, and has to be carried on in equal 
step with it. This part of the training is almost entirely 
neglected by the great majority of teacherB, and there 
are many advanced amateurs who read music readily 
enough from notes who are utterly unable to write down 
what they hear—still less the music they happen to im¬ 
agine. 
In this art there is no safe way which does not com¬ 
mence at the bottom of the ladder, and, taking up the 
elementary relations of tones in pitch and key, extend 
the cognitions to all the complexities of rhythm and key 
transition. In other words, simple melodic relations, 
entirely within the key, foi;m the subject of the first tests, 
or exercises, and musical concepts or ideas of greater 
and greater complexity are introduced one by one. 
It would surpass my space here to make a catalogue of 
the musical relations with reference to their progressive 
order, from the simplest to the most complex. 
This work has already been done by the Tonic Sol Fa 
teachers, and the easiest way to get a general idea of the 
progression from one grade to another will be to 
compare the test exercises required for the different 
degrees of the Tonic Sol Fa certificates. These may be 
had" from Mr. Theodore Seward, of Orange, N. J., or 
from Mr. Richard Welton, Chicago. Leaving the teacher 
to pursue this part of the investigation at his leisure, 1 
proceed to the process of giving dictation exercises to 
young children. The first should be melodic exercises 
entirely within the key, and at first with tones of equal 
length, in order that the attention may be entirely con¬ 
centrated upon the key relationships. Probably the best 
way to commence will be with the scale, the teacher play¬ 
ing it and the pupil singing it afterwards. It will be better 
generally to use the scale names-—do, re, mi, fa, sol, la, si, 
do, as one will rarely havea pupil who is not alreadyfamil- 
iar with these names, since.they get them at a very early 
age at the primary school. This accomplished, the pupil 
should be^exereised in recognizing the individual tones 
of the scale, as, for instance, in the skips of 1-3-6-8, 1- 
3-5-1, within easy limits. All this is merely preliminary. 
Then a series of progressive exercises may be given, such 
as do, re, do; do, mi, do ; do, fa, do ;* do, sol, do, and 
the like, all having for their object to-familiarize the pu¬ 
pil with the sounds of the tones in key. The manner of 
administering the dictation is very important. Each little 
phrase of three or more tones Bhould be played by the 
teacher upon the piano in a convenient key, such as D or 
C. The pupil should stand a little distance away with 
her back to the teacher, so that she can derive no assist¬ 
ance from seeing the keyboard. When the phrase is 
played, such as do, re, do, the pupil must answer it by 
singing the same pitches with the scale names if familiar 
with them, or if not familiar sing them with la. This 
done, the scale names should be applied, or numerals 
must be used if the scale names are not, since these 
names carry a more exact idea of the distances apart that 
the tones stand than merely singing them to the syllable 
la will do. 
The writing may be done at first in a purely conven¬ 
tional way. The pupil may write the initial letters of the 
tones, d, r, d, for do, re, do, and the like; or may write 
the numerals for the tones, all on the same level. Later 
the staff should be used, and the place of do being estab¬ 
lished upon any line or space indicated by the teacher^ 
all the tones are placed by means of dots, which the pupil 
can make quickly without the trouble of finishing them 
ont into notes. This dictation exercise should- be con¬ 
tinued for a few moments during every lesson for some 
weeks, until the pupil becomes ^able to note correctly 
phrases of five or six tones or even more. 
It is very important that the pupil Sing each phrase 
directly after it iB played, before attempting to write it. 
If she sings it incorrectly, you may know that the tones 
are not correctly perceived, and the dictation must be re- 
TIDE. 
peated. If she sings it correctly, then she has in her mind 
the phrase which she must write, and the further process 
is that of realizing more definitely exactly what the notes 
are in this musical itqage she has in her mind. It iB very 
important that the pupil Bing these phrases rather than 
attempt to play them. It will be much easier to sing them 
than to play them after she recovers from the first timid¬ 
ity of using the voice 
The dictation exercises for training in rhythm follow 
the same order, beginning with the simple measure forms 
in tones of equal length, and proceeding to more involved 
forms of divided pulses and of combined pulses. In this 
part of the training the Tonic Sol Fa names for time 
should be taught, which will be found a very simple mat¬ 
ter indeed. The general theory is the following: The 
vowel a is used for all full pulse tones. The accent is 
indicated by the consonants tr, and if„there is a second 
accent it is indicated by the combination tl. The second 
and fourth counts, in common time, are indicated by the 
consonant t. Thus a series of quarters in common time 
would be named “tra-ta-tla-ta, tra-ta-tla-ta, tra-ta-tla- 
ta, etc! When a- tone is held over two counts, the vowel 
is prolonged, and a'-sort of push given it at the second: 
beat. For shorter durations there are other combina¬ 
tions, v h, nt > < - i ill not 
attempt to give. Something of this sort will be found 
in the L. W, Mason school singing books, and I believe 
in some others. • Every teacher can look it up for him¬ 
self. i i aid of thes names 
which the teacher can master in half an hour, and the 
pupil ut s hythn an be 
defined and practiced. 
In rhythmic dictations the great thing is to proceed in 
good order from simple to complex. So the first thing 
is to recognize the ■ different kinds of measure in fall 
pulse tones. For example, the teacher plays Upon a 
single - pitch a series of quarters in common 1 time, 
remembering that the pupil has bo way of recognizing 
the measure than ’by means of your accentuation. You 
will be s rpri to bsei that 3 01 a< uation 
is entirely insufficient to enable her to doJhis -with cer¬ 
tainty. This knowledge will throw a little valuable light 
upon the needs of your own playing. These series of 
single pulse lengths must be given in all kinds of measure 
—in rhythmic phrases of three measures and a clos¬ 
ing accent. Later the phrases must begin with the sec¬ 
ond, third, and fourth heats of the measure, and be con¬ 
tinued to the corresponding part of the closing measure. 
For example, suppose the teacher plays a series of full 
pulse tones in triple measure. The pupil immediately 
responds, “ Tra-ta-ta, tra-ta-ta, tra-ta-ta, tra-a-a.”1 
Quarters in common time: Tra-ta-tla-ta, tra-ta-tla-ta, 
tra- -ta -1 la- ta ta -tra. 
When full pulses in measure can be readily recognized, 
then proceed to teach the notation of measnre, having 
the pu. 'the t me i n 1 ; 7 write 
the corresponding measures by means of a staff .of a single 
line, a time signature, and the bar, and be snre that yon 
teach what the bar is for—namely: “to indicate the 
place of the strong pulse.” As soon as full pulse lengths 
can >e recognize < an ? written in all soi t wa m at fa- 
direction of the teacher, go on with half-pulse lengths, 
and then to third pulse, quarter pulse, etc. 
The - dot, also, is very important, in order that the 
pupil conceives the lengthened tone properly, feeling the 
added impulse of the beat containing the dot. For 
sample 1 dotted quarter beginnin at “ 1” pass shall 
waythrough “2;” the musician feels the impulse at “ 2.” 
But enough for now. I will be glad to answer any o’ther 
questions concerning this practice that may be sent me. 
Live a child’s life, and keep much in the open air. 
Do not associate with people who are not worth being 
listened to themselves do not possess the faculty fa 
listening with attention to others. Chatty people get 
into the habit of not listening, and this habit carries' 
itself into ail that they do. A, person who gives way to 
this bad habit will lose by degrees the po^er of concen¬ 
trating; his attention, and without concentration advance 
in any study is impossible.—Deppe. _ '■ 
THE ARM I i rOUOB 
0 T E URBIER 
There are certain essentials of modern pianoforte 
technique, about which too much cannot fee said. 
The most important essential, in my opinion, is the 
loose arm. Velocity, quality of touch, strength and 
volume of tone in chord playing, and endurance in per¬ 
formance largely depend on the pianist’s control over 
his arms, ana especially on his power to secure at will 
thorough relaxation of the muscles, from shoulder to 
fingers. 
The value of the loose arm is most qnickly realized in 
its application to chord-playing, which, by the way, 
cannot be too thoroughly studied. 
If the arm is extended at right angles with the body, 
and crooked at the elbow, so that the hand is poised 
over the pianoforte keys, its weight alone; if it is allowed 
to fall freely, will be round sufficient to produce a very 
full tone. Systematic development of this movement 
leads to great power, at the expense of comparatively 
little bodily exertion. 
The loose arm has an immediate and lasting inflnence 
on finger technique. The fingerB move far more freely 
and seldom stiffen, when this condition is maintained. 
Tones so produced are rounder and more beautiful in 
quality, and blend more harmoniously in scales and 
arpeggios—cansing such passages to resemble streams 
and waveB of tone, instead of mere velocity exercises. 
It is true that the fingers can be made loose and 
nimble by persistent practice, and that musical tones 
can be [produced, even when the arms are in a rigid 
condition. But the greatest velocity combined with 
the best quality of tone, cannot be so attained. Pianists 
are to be found who display remarkable velocity and 
stiff arms at the same time; bat their tone, as a rule, is 
either weak; or hard and staccato in quality. Gen¬ 
erally, .every note stands out with a painful distinctness 
that distracts the listener’s attention, besides spoiling 
the musical effect. 
The influence of the loose arm on tonch, as applied 
to the production of a singing-tone, is afto marked. 
With the arm in this condition, the tones of a melody are 
purer, rounder, and deeper 
I think that the study of arm movements should com¬ 
mence with the first pianoforte lessons. Exercises for 
this purpose should be taken up and practiced as regu¬ 
larly as are finger-exercises. Such a course leads to an 
easy position and graceful movements, besides having, 
as has been pointed ont, a direct influence on the con- 
stit at :nts of technique. 
The value of the loose arm is thoroughly exemplified 
. by D’Albert and Paderewski. The work of each 
i great artists cannot be too carefully studied. Many 
changes have taken place in pianoforte playing within 
a few years. It is a pleasure to note that the present 
standard of the average pianist is much higher, and that- 
decided gains, especially in freedom, are apparent in 
the playing of amateurs. 
Still, antiquated methods are by no means wholly 
abandoned.—.Boston Musical Herald. 
What is a Musical Education?—We hear consider¬ 
able talk about a musical education. Schools advertise 
it, while pupils claim to have received it. Upon close 
examination it will, however, be found that such 
musical education very often exists merely in the power 
to sing and play. The term education is a far more 
comprehensive term than this. There are many good 
players and singers—yes, we know some who give public 
recitals—who could hardly claim to have a good musical 
education. One may play and sing well, and for all 
that know very little about music. And so there may 
be persons who are inferior players and singers when 
compared with these stars, but who are better musicians, 
knowing not only how to play or sing, but also the 
theory of the art, the sesthetic principles that underlie 
it, the meaning and object of the art he practices, and its 
fa ory. He in t knoi m thing fch . ire not 
di ictlj onne ted wit! music; he mns be % n ay-sided 
1 * who views extend in every far*- A on and vho 
ees ti lance how. an vhere art me life ton b a fa 
inflnence each other. According to the ideas of some, 
; an educated music teacher needs no more knowledge 
; than Is required to detect mistakes and to correct them, 
to play and sing moderately well for the pupil and to be 
able to select muBic and studies. The music teacher 
I must in. the first place be an educated musician.' Aside 
j from this he must.know human nature, he .must have 
good powers of government, he must have a good 
method, he must be a man of good judgment, and he 
must have the inborn faculty to teach.—The Minstrel 
{London). 
* i 
fafaRefiection,. and plenty .of it, is absoluf fay ft-ro?-'-,.. «•;- 
before undertaking anything, and when once your 
mind Is made up, you should strike to such purpose that 
all obstacles fall to pieces before you.-- farl-v 
■ 
Bit 
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SAMOA!* TYPES Of PIANOFGETE TOUCH.* nized as the proper instrument of touch. So the point ^ Practical Exercises.-il.) Turning again to the piano, 
-—. was.not made in the book. The saine. omission is no- let the arm fall, the third finger touching a key, and re- 
ticeable in_the first and second editions of Vol. I of main suspended there; the wrist meanwhile being en- 
*f^The ; lia^dg iiid arm are no- tirely relaxed and falling to a position somewhat below 
where reckoned with, and the exercises are left unex- the keys. This is a touch which is often, available for 
plained at some of the moBt vital jpoints. _ ■ heavy chords. The instantaneous relaxation of the 
It cannot have escaped the notice of observing ama- On the other hand, artists universally have been in wrist as soon as the touch is delivered is an important 
teurs or teachers that in spite of the large number of the habit for twenty years, and for ten years more point, since it takes away the harshness which would 
exercises that have been published for acquiring key- decidedly, of effecting.free use of the arm in heavy follow if the fingers had been braced and the hand rigid 
board mastery the central point of all—the manner of passages, and it is the free use of this instrumentality at the moment of touching. The reason why it should 
effecting the touch, the mechanical means of actuating which affords them the resources of breadth and make any difference in the tone quality whether the 
the keys for tone shading—has had very little done for it. strength which most effectually demark their work from wrist be instantly relaxed after touching, or be retained 
Fake ay ins ruction b ok on* dll, and compare it that c amateur _ _ 1 gid must undoub dly >e hi the conditu 1 of wrist 
each vitb the layinj >f any jood t • t, > < 1 , le In rep ring he fourth lunc r* Ms rouch and admittinj the imm Hat relaa ion i inor vital and 
Technics”--‘‘ Octaves and Bravoura” intimately connected with the will. Fig. 1 shows the 
^ ; ~ v ’ L-SSOn- WaS brought ^ace face position of theh and ready to fall (dotted lines, a), and 
- with this vital question of playing, the manner of clinging with the finger point when the 
A New Statement, by Db. Mason. 
will find in a half hour’s playing a variety of touches teacher will be able to get them correctly. In order shown in Fig. 2, a and b. When this has been done 
concerning which the book is silent. The first import- that the readers of Music may not be behind the re- several times until the necessary lightness and looseness 
ant movement toward clearing up this vital point of mainder of the world, but, on the contrary, as befits of the arm are attained, let the hand spring upward 
piano playing was made by Dr. Mason nearly twenty- their Just due, a little ahead of the procession,- the away from the keys by an impulse from near the Bhoul- 
five years ago, in me introduction of his fast form of the following summary of the new doctrines is made from der, the finger not being contracted or in any way 
two-finger exercise, which “had the merit of cultivating advance sheets of this revised edition of Vol. I, which active, saving to deliver the impulse to the keys. If the 
certain forms of vitality in the finger tips, as well aB will not be ready for circulation for some time yet. arm springs up without delivering a touch upon the 
facility. In his “ Technics ” (1876) a further step was The following, substantially, are Dr. Mason’s instruc- keys, Jet there be a very slight push at the moment of 
taken in advance, but there are many places in that work tions:— springing up, and the touch will be made. In the pure 
All touches partake more or less of the arm, type this touch is very powerful and full of vitality, 
the hand, and the finger. Whatever the Bhade or The finger is not to be drawn inward toward the hand, 
/ \ quality, all parts of the entire apparatus, from but after the touch hangs straight downward almost in 
/ / " X the shoulder to the points of the fingers, co- the position of Fig. 1, a, or, perhaps, with the wrist 
I | 'SXS operate; and perform vitally essential functions, more curved, but without shutting the fingers. 
! s 'x., The only ground, therefore, upon which touches (3.) The third typical condition of the touching ap- 
« i t X. can be distinguished aB finger, hand, or arm, is paratus at the moment of actuating, the keys is that 
^ | V- ” found in the preponderance of motion in one called the “devitalized.” This iB attained by hanging 
i | \ or the other of these parts, of the apparatus, the arm at the side, and swinging it until it is entirely 
\ . _..x \\ Moreover, since there is no finger touch without limp through its whole length and in all the joints, from 
i X,^ \”\ the proper backgrou nd and support of the hand the fingers to the shoulder. Then placing the hand upon 
‘X, \ V v'V Vv and the arm, all the forms 
^ of the arm in touching, * ” 
Fig 2. which are called “down-arm,” Fig. 4. 7 
“ up-arm,” and “ devitalized.” 
where the point is evaded. For instance, in the moBt By down-arm touch is meant that form of touch in the keys with a Bort of coaxing motion, derived mainly 
important point of all, the method of attacking the first which the weight of the arm M1b upon the keys, and so from the arm, play the fast form of the two-finger exer 
tone of the elastic two-finger exercise, the student is actuates the tones. ’ ' ' cise, like Nos. 6 and 8 of Vol. I, “ Touch and Technic.” 
left Ip. doubt whether an attack by means of „the finger, Preparatory Exercise.—Extending the hand upon the The tone will lie soft and characterless. This condition 
the hand, or the arm is intended. As matter of fact, lap, the pupil being turned away from the piano, let the of arm? hand, and finger is one of the most difficult foi 
the writer remembers that twenty years ago, as now, Dr. entire arm be thrown up from the lap about ten inches advanced players to obtain unless they have found it oul 
Mason himself always attacked these strong opening by an impulse from the upper arm, and let it fall back themselves, or been trained in more or less of the prin- 
tones with .the arm. But the arm was not then recog- entirely inert, as when a ball falls back after being dries of Delsarte. Children, however, get it without any 
.-..— -.-------- thrown into the air. This downward fall is the type of difficulty at all. It lies at the foundation of fine phrasing, 
■M^opyright, 1892." Tteo.Presser. ■' ' ... the “down-arm.” ** The hand touches follow the Bame three typeB. Bu 
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there is one very important caution in this work of Dr. Yet another class of exercises having much to do help them along. No teacher ought to allow his com- 
Mason. The hand motion taught in many seminaries with the condition of the wrist, and conducive to flexi- munity to forget this. 
and in most books, the motion which one gets by holding bility m a high degree, are the contracting and expand- Th ,} , t:midlv aaked me if r wollld not 
the forearm rigid and moving the hand upon the wrist mg movements where the fifth finger is brought on to .. Other Haj a ,m\n tim aly asked me it i would not 
joint as on a hinge, is never used by artists in playing the same key already occupied- by the thumb, and vice 81V® her a pretty piece to learn. She said she was 
octaves or chords. versa. In these movements the hand at rest stands as satisfied with her progress—she had taken six weeks’ 
In all types of hand motion the impulse comes from shown in Fig. J; when the <humb is brought on to the lessons—but Bhe had no “ pretty ” music to play for the 
further back, and the forearm is never held npd or 1m- ^me key as the fifth finger the appearance is like that in neinhhnr8 who HomfitimeR called and asked her tn nlav. t n mrigiu^ru, ^ap earan i iU so et s o p y,
movable, although its motion may be very slight m cer- h'lg. 8. vbor Figs. 7 and 8, see. next issue.) jf ’ . , , . . , 
tain forms of rapid playing. The down-hand touch is The motions of the hand, as such, are those already apd her parents evidently thought she ought to play some- 
that in which the hand touch falls upon the keys, not described in the Dctave exercises, but the tone shading thing. Here was a misconception all round. By taking 
from a fixed forearm, but swung like a flail from a mov- in hand touches is effected by combining with the hand gome trouble and spending time I could have soon set both 
ing forearm.. This is the vital point, that the hand swing motions different conditions of the finger. This will the pupil and her parents right but by writing an article 
freely. The impulse comes from the same place as in appear more plainly in what follows.—From Music. tne pup11 a . ®,pn“ g ’ Dul writing' an article 
the arm touch, but being less strong it calls into action a (Concluded in September.) for a paper’ 14 had much more welght Wlth ^hose most 
smaller portion of the apparatus. If the wrist be held __ interested; no point was omitted, hundreds read it, and I am 
perfectly limp and the forearm thrown upward a few pretty certain that that particular misconception no longer 
inches rather quickly, the hand will acquire this flail-like THE LOCAL PEESS AH AID TO THE exists. I could go on at length and suggest topics, but to 
, , i> Dr MUSIC TEAOHEE. the wide awake, observant teacher numberless subjects will 
' 1. - ■ _ suggest themselves; therefore, I will conclude with a few 
by t. ii. bickaby. - general remarks. Most towns have two party papers. As 
/ yf ;■ a citizen, a teacher may favor one or the other, but as 
y jfyf The hint dropped by The Etude some time ago, to the music is as far above party as east is from the west, write 
f effect that music teachers might, with considerable ad van- for both Republican and Democrat alike. You gain 
in Fi (F .  
 . e. ,  .t  
i y e * m iU   A th* o
i  f r r . i  i  t  it l i t, t t t   s i ti iff r t iti f t fi r. i ill 
freel . e i lse c es fr t sa e lace s i  
t   t * t i  l  t  it ll  i t  ti   
i  
 
inches rather quickly, the hand ill acquire this.flail-like 
swing in falling back by its own weight, _ 
In 1 ei s ircise s, i er octa «c. are treated *-»r 
! r U< -Fr  m na nerpareBlg • 1 m > ' u i
, ^ for a paper, it had much more weight with those most 
     
   I e ists.  c l    at le t  a  s est t ics, t t  
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j tage to themselves, furnish musical items to their home more readers thereby. I might add, here, that besides 
papers, deserves more than a passing notice. writing for both, you might also subscribe for both. 
It cannot be too strongly emphasized that the day of the considering the amount of influence you gain through 
teacher who stops at piano lessons is gone. He must do them, it will be but Blight return, and, in fact, will, if 
more—much more, if he wishes to succeed and become a properly managed, come very near the American ideal of 
worthy member of a noble profession. A whole number getting “ something for nothing.” 
of The Etude could easily be devoted to setting forth When one writes for a strictly musical paper anything 
all that a teacher must be or do, but we must be content iu the way of advice or admonition for pupils or patrons, 
with one lecture at a time. 
Few teachers realize what useful allies they have in the 
! “Democrats,” “Republicans,” “ Journals,” “Heralds,’’ 
he not infrequently misses those who need it most; for the 
readers of a good musical magazine are either teachers or 
the best class of students. But as for the careless or un- 
Mason gives two radically different exercises, upon which 
his entire system of octave development depends. The necessary. All editors of any consequence in our towns no more effectual way than by the home papers.” This is 
first one is that of taking an octave with a down-arm make a point Gf ^tending concerts and recitals, and a no mere theory. 1 have acted on it for years, and find it 
k°eyfanT pinSg’ tt^roupVfV^B ££? Keen® the notice fol1™8 aa a matter of «>«H and’ ffioreover’ a pa78. I know that it only needs trying to convince any 
‘ i i i ° i r /tt a \ mi * .i a — ^,,1J _nno vfa I hprpfnrp hpcrm at nnop tn mnu’O notpc 
etc., with which our country abounds. But merely furn- interested students, who read no magazines, and parents 
ishing musical items or notices is not enough, nor is it and people generally—the laity—these can be reached in 
less, ii pit* of th els . •/. th points of fir § ere 
continue to hold on the keys; this also is well shown in 
he diag i "The ess ial j ntfor th ■ tudent to mas 
ter is the complete devitalization of the arm and hand in 
this exercise at the precise moment required. And this 
will not be difficult if the devitalized condition has been 
one of its efficacy. Therefore begin at once to ake notes 
whenever they occur to you, and afterward (though not 
during your leisure moments—make a serious business of 
fifth finger and the thumb. (Fig. 3.) Then at the count teacher could not, usually, write any account of his own e f its efficac , iher f r  e i  t ce t  ma e tes 
“two” the wrist is entirely relaxed and sinks to the work. But he can, or ought to, write articles on musical ,  
position shown in Fig. 2, b, above. The relaxed condi- for the students, but more especially for parents, 
that consumma^mrste/^f^hand^rawngtcidlde Has^ Pat™8> and for the geaeral publlc- The teacber <*>“<» « $ d®vel?P ^ur articl\ 11 “eans ^rejork.of course, 
sam. In a later stage of this exercise the measure is contact with the students all the time, but in educating but that is what we are here for—to work. Ihis particu- 
shortened to two counts, and the relaxation takes place them and raising the musical standard among them, he is lar work will give a teacher greater influence over a 
at the very moment of attacking the keys. Neverthe- not doing the same for the community at large, and unless greater number; indirectly, it will add to his income; it 
wntiineto hold™ the kTys^’ this afso is well showfTn we do this we are failing. Giving lecture recitals will do will add materially to his reputation, and his work will be 
t  i ram. ^  enti l poi t for t e st t t  - this—raise the standard and develop taste—but it will be very much lightened because of the increased musical 
a 8i0w process. Those who need the education most will not knowledge, intelligence, and taste of the people among 
this exercise at the precise o ent re ire .  t is hear what you have to say. But articles in the paper will be whom he labors, 
,, , ... ,, 
read by from five to tec times the number that you could n 
^_ reach in any other way. Our small town papers contain very 
J little original matter, and all the editors that I have known GOOD MUSIO HEEDS STUD! . 
/ were quite pleased to print original articles on music or •- ~ 
^ ,* r y - . , , BY SIMEON BISSELL. 
X 4 music teaching. If a paper has six subscribers who are __ 
'M A __ —interested in music—and what paper is so poor as to be Why do not people in general appreciate classical 
\ ~~ _ \ unable to count that many—the editor is in duty bound to music? is the question often asked; and even among 
1 _ insert, occasionally, a musical article for their benefit, as he music pupils a great antipathy to the practice of class- 
1 \ , ’ , , . ... ’ ical composition is often exhibited. The answer is 
1 &- does ^°r tbe ^armer> gardener, and miner. This is argu- readily given by stating that a lack of knowledge con- 
B _ ■ j ment enough if any objection should be raised. cerning the underlying principles of well-written com- 
/ / 4BBSs^ What shall we write about ? positions renders a proper estimate of music’s true 
Y. 
 
e  
usic pupils, a great antipathy to the practice of class¬ 
¬
¬
Well,’first comes the duty of parents and patrons to vamJB ^“P®88^®* . „ ,, , . 
. . -r. . ‘ . ■■■_/■ , The student of music must be able to grasp the design 
pupil and teacher. This is a fruitful topic. If a teacher and motives of the composition; without which the per- 
undqrtakes to talk to people he will probably forget the 
best points, and not make much impression any way. 
Those he talks to may want to argue or talk back. But 
previously mastered in the limp exercise already men- put your ideas in the form of an article, and hundreds will 
tioned. read it, they will take it all in without a chance of dis- 
The second type of the octave school is the exercise in ■■ ■ {n  ■ . , 
which the handplays five tones of the scale in succes- CU88Dg matters’ nothing 18 ^orgotten’ and the printed 
sion, C, D, E, F, G, sixteenths, in common time. The make an impression that no amount of talking 
remainder of the measure is to be occupied by rests, would, and the result is highly satisfactory. 
The point lies in the manner of playing. The hand Again, people should know the chief uses of concerts 
th^re'maining^ou^tone^are^played^witb lighter aSd and recitals to themae,ve8 and 8tudenta> and the? wil1 
lighter force, as if the hall, having struck, were several attend them more frequently. 
times rebounding. Thus all the tones in the series . Furthermore, teachers can show the dignity of mosic 
come from the same original impulse, and not from and the profession. And think of the articles that could 
b* - <r* vthe wa?) 
or a continuous curve. music generally—its mission, its power for good on the 
The octave illustrations embrace two other important, morals, manners, and lives of those who come under its 
classes of motions. The t i-st is the rotating>of the hand influence. Write to show that music is the “Gospel of 
upon the forearm as an axle, as when broken octaves . , ,, , ,. , , , , 
are played strongly.. In performing these motions the 8Weet sounds’ of whieh y°u are a preacher; and also- 
hand alterant ' - assumes th* app aran show * in i''1',*'-, an^ here I want t< be • emphat—si , that you do 
5 and 6, the rotation being carried as far as possible. not want pupils to “ help you along,” but. that you may 
formance becomes mo^e or less a confusion of sounds, 
rather than a well-planned construction of tonal beanty. 
The playful as well as the tender and sonlful; the 
contented, jovial as well as the earnest, together with 
the romantic, the chivalrous, the gentle and sentimental, 
the hnmoron8 and passionate, the fanciful and pleasing, 
the sensational ana astonishing: in a word, all of the 
passions, faculties and emotions of the human mind and 
soul are truthfully portrayed and awakened by the 
power of Bo-called “ Classical Music.” To fathom the 
i , l  s l t i f s s f rts depths and ascertain the scientific bearing of the Well¬ 
and recitals to themselves and students, and they will written composition, one requires more than a mere 
, . knowledge of notation or even ability to .read readily at tt t r  tl . 
 t  r f ssi .  t i  f t rti l s t t l  
re
sight, for, be it remembered, music is not only an art, 
bnt also a science, and he who would revel in all the 
delights of the art divine, must enter through the intel-, 
lectual door which leads to the i'hner courts, as well 
as pass through the outer gate of emotional fancy.— 
KunkeVs Musical Review. 
The lady who wrote the song, “ In the Gloaming ’ ’ 
made three thousand dollars out of it. A contemporary 
flays th e ■» uj other 1 idic i rho sing it and -ztJy- 
nothing out of it.—Northwestern Chronicle. 
'red. C, ffmkr. 
ModeFatOo J = M2. 
J. L.Battmaniij Op. 313. No. 3 
©) This is the real end of the phrase contained in the first 4 hars 
d) The use of the Pedal is indicated more for practise than as i 
■ 
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TIE SLUE AID ITS USE, 
BY GILMORE W. BRYANT. : ' 
Fob a sign so much used in musical composition, It 
seems as though definite rules which could not- bo mis¬ 
understood, and about which there would be bo oppor¬ 
tunity for disagreement, ought to have been in use for 
centuries, but, on the contrary, in place of a universally 
accepted law we find only conflicting opinions. 
' There are two classes of slurs used, viz.:—the short 
slur, which covers only two notes, and the long slur, 
which Is drawn over more than two. The following 
rules for the short slur will be sufficient: First, when 
the two notes are of equal duration -si when the first is 
the longer, the first note should be accented and the 
second shortened about one-half of its time value; 
second, when the second. note is the longer, the - first 
note should be shortened and the second accented. 
The long slur should indicate the beginning, continua¬ 
tion, and termination of a melodic phrase, and in order 
that the phrase inclosed by the slur may stand out 
clearly and independently, three conditions are necessary 
—first, that the initial note be accented 5 second, that the 
succession of notes connected by the slur be smooth and 
uninterrupted, a true legato ; third, that the final note be 
shortened to about one-half of its time value, or at least 
a half of a ount. 
In regard to the accentuation of the first note of a 
slurred group, Mr. Franklin Taylor, in his 11 Primer of 
Piano Playing,” and Mr. W. S. B. Mathews, in his 
“ Studies la Phrasing,” direct that tie first note does not 
require an accent, but Dr. Hans von.Bulow says in his 
preface to Mendelsshon’s “ Rondo Capriecioso”: “The 
performer should here bear in midd the elementary rule: 
that in every group of notes united 'by a slur, whether it. 
consists of 2 ox 24 notes, the first should be marked by a 
slight accent, and" the last undergo an equally slight 
diminution oi tin - value, in order to separate it n or 
clearly from the note wjiich follows.” 
Adolph Christian!, in his excellent work on “ The 
Principles of Expression in Piano Playing,” says that 
strong beginnings and endings should always be accented, 
but he limits the accent on weak beginnings to “ a lead¬ 
ing subjectbthat descends,” but as he also says that “ any 
note preceded by a rest is to be considered as a long 
not« and requires a ac seat, and as very n ft- pre 
ceded by a Blurred group, a staccato note, or its own re¬ 
petition is virtually preceded by a rest, the following 
rules raaj foi • be con idered 1 >gical :- 
First. The first note of a slurred group should be 
accented when beginning on the strong part of the 
measure. 
Second. The first note should be accented when be* 
t .1 oath weal part if it begins leading subj 
which descends. 
Third. The first note should be accented when pre¬ 
ceded by either rest, slurred group, staccato note, or its 
own repetition. 
The continnation of a Blurred group should be effected 
by a smooth succession of sounds, legato, during which, 
with the exception of the first note, all accentuation in 
the voice enclosed by the slur should be suspended, so 
that il flie legato motion within will be as smooth as the’ 
flight of a stone,” according to Ghristiani. 
Perhaps a. more important principle to be observed 
than either the beginning or the continuation is the ter¬ 
mination of a slurred group. It is unfortunate that com¬ 
poses < 1 le fo ly other purpo e ban as 
a phrase indication, as already described, but as it is 
also u ■ . ; it Feet whic .mttobe 
regarded as a slur, especially in the termination, It is 
therefore necessary to he able to decide when it is inten¬ 
ded for a slur,and when for a legato indication. Both are-to 
be accented in the beginning according to the directions 
already given, but is the termination the curved line is 
to be * 1 ■ ■ co jquently he final 
note shortened to about one-half its time value— 
First. When it '4 followed by a r jat. 
Second. When it ends with a staccato note. 
Third. ■ When the curved line does not agree with the 
rhythmic divisions of the measure. 
In all other cases the carved line iB to be considered 
as a legato indication, and therefore the last note is not 
to be shortened. 
To end a slur on a long note or a note which is more 
than twice as long as the preceding note by a composer, 
except when an iambic phrase ending is desired, is 
wrong, according to Christiani, as the ear only recog¬ 
nizes the end of a phrase when terminated with a short 
note and followed by a rest. 
[The work by Christiani, spoken of in Bryant’s article 
should be studied by every pianist. While accenting 
the first tone of a phrase and cutting short its last tone is 
indisperisable, the emphasis of its climax is equally so, 
and singularly few writers place any stress on this im¬ 
portant point. Every phrase lias a climax. The phrase 
is to crescendo up to this climax, which must have an 
accent graded m to power by the intensity of the phrase, 
and from the climax to the end of the phrase it should 
diminuedo. Sometimes, however, the climax is the end 
note of the phrase, but in this case it is a long note. 
“Practical Guide to the Art of Phrasing,” by Dr. 
Hugo Rieman and Dr. Carl Fuchs. A work of special 
value to advanced students and all teachers.]—-The 
Editor. 
IS iUSIO A BUSE8ESS? 
A vert interesting interview is reported which states I 
some opinions of Mr. Damrosch’s on the musical pro¬ 
fession in America. 
Among the remarks which Mr. Damrosch made on 
the aims of those who enter it was the following : 
“ That no one onght to think of that profession with toe 
view principally of making money ont of it. Such peo¬ 
ple will never rise to the top and become true musicians; 
for music is not a business, but an art, and must be 
wooed for her own sake.” 
Now, these remarks appear -very appropriate, bat 
there are two sides to this question, whether music is a 
business or not. Musical culture acquired by amateurs 
is an occupation for their leisure, but musical culture 
acquired by those who make their living from it is a 
r- ringsb, 5 k an] *. the - morn y-eari I lg oec t.pat 01 , The 
painter who paints, the sculptor who chisels marble, are 
both artists and business men, and so is the musician 
who plays an instrument. There is no disgrace in fol¬ 
lowing np an art as a business; on the contrary, art 
becomes useful to society by being made so. All oc¬ 
cupation should be remunerative, and because art is 
becoming so in our time, it is also more respectable and 
enters into the ranks of the representative economic 
agencies of life. - It is as, old-fashioned idea that “art 
must he wooed for her own sake,” ~as Mr. -Damrosch 
says; there is no such thing; art has to be cultivated in 
the world for the use it will be in it and for the benefit 
mankind will derive from it, in whatever way that may 
be. It is a terrible thing to learn from the lives of 
former great artists that their grand occupations would 
not even procure a decent way of living for them, and 
that the ordinary comforts of life were denied to them. 
And why? Just'because these very artists had not 
learned how to make a useful business out of their art, 
so that it should earn sufficient money to buy with it the 
luxuries or even the necessities of existence. There is 
no hindrance .to the cultivation of art in the idea that it 
should also be a business; on the contrary, the fact that 
art is so promotes it. Is Mr. Damrosch the worse con¬ 
ductor because the Symphonic Society pays him a salary 
for conducting its performances? On no account.; the 
very fact that he draws his living from it forces him to 
advance himself in his Btndies, to make himself ac¬ 
quainted with new works, and to study thoroughly old 
nes s< t it h< may hold his occupation worthily 
It is an immense advance in the cultivation of all art 
that it is in our time taking a position in social economy, 
which guarantees the person pursuing it an honest liveli¬ 
hood The doubtful place which the pursuits of music 
occupied in old times, whether a person would live by it 
or not, is fortnnately held no longer, and a good musician 
need not at present depend merely on the charity of the 
world, bnt can sustain him or herself honestly by the 
pursuit of Ills or her art. 
Just because music has become a bnsiness, it stands a 
chance of becoming a far higher class art than when it 
depended on the whim of the public whether it should 
be supported or not, and exposed men like Beethoven, 
Mozart, Schnbert, etc.,* to the greatest needs, even in 
heii last days - Tht A nerican ■ mi di n 
Miss Kittay’s piano playing interfered somewhat with 
the conversation of a party, in the south gallery the 
other evening, and they were forced to talk much loader 
than otherwise necessary, in the fortissimo passages to 
hear each other. Professional singers and players are 
beginning to assume s position and dignity which they 
onght never to have lest, by refusing to “promote” 
conversation by their art.—Globe. 
HELPS UI HINTS. 
It is much easier to be critical than correct.—Disraeli. 
There is no limit to the capacity of those who know no 
limit to their endurance.—H. S. V. 
Hearing much good music is as essential to mnBical 
culture aB broad reading is to literary cnltnre. 
When yon explain what a pupil can find out for him¬ 
self, yon rob him of so much education.—Hanchett. 
The best means to develop talent in children is to bring 
them in contact with talented persons.—D' Aubigny. 
Training the pupil to think should be one of the 
teacher’s first and foremost objects.- Gewge D. Buck- 
QtltQffb* * 
Conscientiousness and jnstice are stations which have 
been reached and passed before any fine work appears. 
—William Hunt. 
Touch is to technic what tone is to touch, they are the 
better the more evenly the intellectual and emotional 
faculties of the artist become developed!—Angelo M. 
Bead. 
The difference between the performance that pleases 
and that which makes little impression consists in fine, 
and, to the superficial, almost imperceptible particulars. 
—Wm. C. Wright. 
Do one thing well. “ Be a whole man,” as Chancellor 
Thurlow said. “To one thing at one time.” Make 
clean work and leave no tags. Allow no delays when 
yon are at a thing; do it, and be done with 4. 
We cannot imagine a complete education of man with¬ 
out music. If is the gymnastic of the affections. In 
suitable connections with exercises, it is necessary to 
keep body and goal in health.—Jean Paul Bickter. 
It is easy to find fault and to pall down, and fanlt-find- 
ing is sometimes used as an exense for non-study. 
Mendelssohn once said : “ It is no great use to speak of 
music and her imperfections ; it is better to feel and to 
improve them.” 
If yon are conscious of really possessing true talent, 
then develop it. Practice with untiring labor until the^ 
fingers are capable of fulfilling the requirements of the 
artist; at toe same time do not neglect the spirit of the 
composer. Don’t play, bat “ act ” l 
The straggle through which a musician has to pass can¬ 
not be regarded as a very great hardship. If music is 
not his natural calling, he will give it up for want of 
success ; but if he is a favorite of the Muse, he will 
triumph in spite of it.—Hauptmann. 
Most teachers blame the pupil for his lack of interest, 
when the fault lies in themselves for not presenting the 
lessons in a way to excite curiosity. With enriosity ex¬ 
cited pupils progress rapidly. TeacherB shonld remem¬ 
ber that curiosity ib the mother of investigation.— 
Thaleon Blake. 
The teacher’s main bnBiness is to make pupils think, 
not to think for them ; to make them talk and work, to 
draw ont their powers ; not to display their own. For 
this kind of mental training the laws of mind, or psych¬ 
ology, which is the basis of all instruction, must be un¬ 
derstood by the teacher.—A. H. Campbell. 
Concerts are, or may be, of inestimable educational 
valne to the student; that is, if he really listens. But 
then there are many ways of listening. Certainly, even 
merely to eiyoy the music iB of use ; it stimulates the 
artistic sense and imagination. But the wise man, as 
Goethe remarks, is he who strives to learn from every¬ 
thing and every one. 
If the technical difficulties of a musical work are so 
great as to require all of the mental powers of the stu¬ 
dent, how can he or she be expected to have regard for 
its lesthetic beauties ? And what an insult r. tv to i-v-? 
memory of a great composer that one of Ms most glori¬ 
ous creations Bhonld be made to degenerate into a mere 
fi nger exe rcis * 1—flenry Fisher. 
PEAGTIOAL OE VISIONAEY, WHIOH? dwelt upon. We look with growing wonder upon there- TALENT AND GENIUS. 
—-- searches into the microscopic kingdom and their results. 
by b. A. smith. No more wonderful would it be if the source of brain It has becomethe fashion in these dayB to continually 
_ power should yet yield up its remaining secrets. Little decry talent, and to seek for nothing less than geninB,in 
It may be said that music lacks in definiteness of by little something added makes a mountain of the com- brLIh.^mbsS^ 
thought, but this could easily be supplied through a more mon plain. Progression is the watchword of the hour; superiority; uncommon intellectual power; especially 
logical and consistent training in ourselves. The very nothing remains stationary save that it mark the begin- superior power of invention or origination of any kind 
a • nri1_ ortrtitirmn.1 charm ning of a retrograde movement; by the advancement of a or ot forming nice combinations, while talent is set 
flexibility of music only lends it additional charm. . ® .,B down as “ intellectual ability, natural or acquired; men- 
Music is generally (but falsely) considered as an art set single thought old forms have been discarded and trans- tal endowments or capacity; Bkill in accomplishing.” 
apart for the special enjoyment of the comparative few formed into the new. What has been considered as per- These definitions yet fail to dwell on the chief point of 
who mav study it, or as a light accomplishment scarce fection no longer remains so. Progression has been the difference between the two gifts: genius originates, 
• • __j for the sole nnrnose of enter- tidal wave that has carried ns beyond the heretofore while talent imitate^. Talent makes the best of things 
wortl - wqi 1 ig, t- ■ tor the sol parpos eras a that rial, while genius seeks out i « paths. Q nting 
taining. Gradually, however, it is assuming a position highest principle of knowledge. The mind is the basis a]1 thia> there iseyet a time when tal£nt may serve th| 
of higher importance as an educator, and when studied of all this, and we are perceiving, comprehending, many world in excellent stead. There are some musical 
aright is as a valuable mental discipline. As a system things that but a few years ago were classed.among the talents which have done as much service to art as 
/• .1 oonpontratin? the attention and devel- impossible. To keep up this tremendous pace every geniuses. Mattheson, the companion of Handel, was for the purpose ot concentrating the attention ana aevei r F n „ certainly not a genius, as his friend most certainly was, 
oping the perceptive faculties, but few studies can with it known resource will be required and everted, and every yet jjjs carefui analysis of the music of his day has given 
compare. A mastery of the more intricate rhythms alone art must pay its share of tribute. So music in its every the most valuable material to the historian, ana has 
is a sufficient proof of this, to say nothing of the great phase has proportionately advanced. Youngest of the made many points clear that would have remained 
. ° arts it will never grow less. obscure without his painstaking classification. Among 
\ K 8 SMITH. 
classic compositions. 
Any subject that is not well understood cannot be very 
intelligently expressed. Parrot-like, one may recite a 
poem, but that is far from being enough. Only that 
recitation can satisfy in which the real meaning, with all 
its varying intensities and colors, is clearly outlined and 
expressed. Words are but a husk if there be in them 
’ the sons of the great Bach was One genins and one 
--*-- talent. The genius, Wilhelm Friedemann Bach, dispersed 
TKrnTT7TTiTT A t ttv tw ■PYPUPQKiTfYKr many of his father’s compositions, efied the changing 
IIDIVID UAL11Y II LXFEE88IUN. spirit of the time8> clung the contrapuntal styles, 
-- which he used in new combinations, and exerted no 
by w. h. buff. influence; the talent, Philip Emanuel Bach, noted the 
■ trend of events, ©arefelly elaborated a system of tech- 
It is a universal law that all grow this from within— nique made necessary by the changes of the piano, com- 
NDIYI IT E P SS O . 
BY W. H. BUFF. 
no idea expressed, and tones are, comparatively, but a the content before the form, the thought before the ex- a catalogue of many of his fatheris compositions, 
„ ,» ■ •.- a . . .. , - e A and was, in fact, the connecting lmk between the old 
_! TT>K«nfi/\-na •»+ f h mtn ha in r n am n n na I a. nuasaiAn rnn OAnl notnra rha nArtw . « series of varying vibrations if there be in the  no rela- pression, the soul before the body, 
tion one to the other. How then to best express idea A pure thought, a high aspiri 
. „ , style and the new. 1 
. ation, left to , its own Of course; these are exceptional cases, but they are 
should be the truly great endeavor of every artist. How device will suggest a sympathetic form which must cited to show that at times talent can he of greatest 
to clearly enable others to perceive idea, and then un- indeed be respected—but as the servant, and not as the v^u® to Pr(?Sre^- ^enera^y .we owe the advancement ■ of art to genins, but there are times when art seems re¬ 
fold it, should be the aim of every teacher. Other master. trograding, and then the conservative nature of talent 
things being equal, that is the best instruction which It is to the emotions that any effort, whether musical, prevents a lapse. Conservatism, which is the predomi- 
prepares a pnpil to take a composition and from it ren- literary, or religions, must first appeal in order that nant characteristic of talent, is often a most valuable 
der an intelligent interpretation. the result may be elevating either to the thinker or to counterweight to. that radicalism which >s the attribute 
Work of this kind must appeal to the mental forces—the the listener. All truth is first conceived by the emo- smo0ths it. Genius plunges into the new, while talent 
result shows this—but howmany of us are accustomed to tions, and then expressed by the intellect. makes clear the good that is in the old. To-day we 
f l it, s l e t ai f e er t r. t r 
UV I UUo6V'UV w M. vv xu uv — — —  —-  —_____ _______-— — CD-
! i fee ected- t  t t,  t t alne t p og ss. G ll   t  t 
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t . . t i ,  t t ti t t l t 
have our attention directed chiefly to the fingers as the In playing have the same respect for your own inter¬ have geniuB discarding mnch of musical form, while 
Alpha and Omega, tonal and musical effect being quite pretation as a player as yon shonld for your own thought talentis forming a good ^bulwark against its overthrow 
lost in our tremendous effort to follow cast-iron direc- as a composer. Accept no one’s interpretation, no that they are not threadbare by any means yet. And 
tions, as though the hand could only go this way or the one’s form of expression, as final. Study and listen to talent forever remains the chief impediment in the path 
fingers that way, there being no other. This unnatural good performers, but criticise always. Play a Bee- of pseudo-genius, that baleful element which imagines 
and artificial regime is fast being superseded by another, thoven sonata as you conceive it, not as Von Bulow good in every new thing. If it ia at times the opponent 
which calls for head work. Hand work is necessary, but may. In the first instance, there is a possibility of fail- ever remains the interpreter of genins. It is a higher 
it is the minor part. Who cares how a great artist holds ure ; in the second, a certainty of it. The first will at compliment than men may imagine, to say of a com- 
his brash or spreads his canvas, so long as he gives to us least have the merit of truth and spontaneity; the poser,fe‘‘He is not a genius, but certainly a talent^” 
a masterly painting ? The fact is, none of the great pian- second will be nothing but an imitation, and, doubtless, Musical Herald. _ __ 
ists do the same thing in the same'way; they simply a poor one. Don’t be afraid atmafcing a mistake often, 8
couldn’t; it would be a mental and-physical impossibil- but scorn being one 
ity ; for no two people are alike, their individuality must Be suggestive in 
hpinn nno HEWSELT ON THE IMPORTANCE OF FINGERING.—All 
JZr • * i-i A- e who studied with Henselt found that they were learning 
s sti m your playing; leave something for from Wm a great deal more than music. If there was a 
assert itself. Such is the law of nature, and who would your listener. The keenest intellectual delight, as well spot or even a crease on a cover of the piece brought to 
deny mankind this individuality when it is the handmaid as the highest spiritual attainment, comes, not from ap- him, a new cover had to be supplied. No pupil ever 
of Genius? Carlyle has said that‘‘Practice is the great propriating another’s idea, hut from a development of ^are.t° lay_ one inside another on the esk when 
, , ,, , , , , . , playing to him ; the first piece was to be removed before 
schoolmaster,” but now and then a great light flashes one’s own. The way may be indicated, the goal pointed the other was laid on the music-desk. This precision 
across our common horizon out into the chaos of hnman out, but the footsteps most be taken by the traveler was carried into all that one studied. The trills, for 
thought which sets aside all rules and sayings. himself. But, be sure that you know the way, be confi- instance, and their fingering, must be all written out, and 
There have been men who possessed knowledge tliat dent of the goal. If yon have the slightest indecision, h^insisteVtSt STthis* Sid be 
would enable them to do things without previous special the slightest doubt m your own mind, your playing will done BO dearly and with such exactness, that any one 
work, who seemed to grasp as though by intuition the suggest that and nothing more. who took up the piece on which this was written out 
great ideas before them, upon which others had long Let your work be expressive of your conviction, bat could make no mistake as to what was wanted. He 
been toiling in fruitless endeavor. Such were Bach, first have the conviction. Your thought must burn for "heTperial VendeScy of H^teachfug-a^rdlncrwlifch 
Mozart, and Beethoven, intellectual giants beyond even speech if it is to live. Mankind can never h§.ffired by a should be the true end of all earnest study_was to 
onr comprehension. These men lived far in advance of lukewarm effort. Yonr thought, whether as composer awaken and intensify in those who came under his 
their day, creating masterpieces which shall endure as or performer, will be clear to yourself juBt in proportion influence . a'-perception and appreciation of an ex¬ 
monuments of the ages for future generations to build as yon feel its purity, its truth, and it will be inspiring ap^Tati^whi^a^ more trUsVosaeTorShan anj 
upon. • _ ' just in proportion as yon let its truth and purity suggest degree of personal attainment.—Bettina Walker. 
What are the nnwritten laws of genins ? where do they its own form of expression. Think of music as a mea- .. 
begin ? where do they lead? Are the possibilities of the sage from the divine to the human, and then go to 
mind limitless? What questions 1 The answers—how nature for a law of its expression; There yon will find People talk here and there ot a person reading off 
slow in coming ! all truth first, simple and general. In its growth, its anything at sight, as if it were the sine qua non of a fin- 
Some great existing principles there are which, when development, the uses to which man applies it, it be- ished artist; but what can there be to interest in such 
discovered, will revolutionize many accepted theories comes complex and definite; *and to define and make sight reading? When the performer begins to work on 
and mark an era in edncational development heretofore complex is to give form. a-eonata, or a concerto, or such-like, he must playevery 
unknown. Be as critical of your own interpretation, yonr own passage very slowly, so as to observe, without hurry o 
Toward the solution of these problems many of the composition, as yon are of another’s. With the birth of anxiety, all that is in the composition, and all that is i 
leading philosophers, scientists, and learned men are a new idea of truth in yonr mind, an added perception his or her performance of it, tonch, phrasing, etc. Wit 
turning their attention, realizing more1 and more, as they of it mast come as a patent of its legitimacy, a convic- every several slow repetition the observations are mor 
do, the importance that must attach itself to such discov- tion of ita.infinity, of its unlimited capacity, and of your rapidly and fixedly taken in, and after awhile, withou 
ery. In this direction a little is being accomplished own inability to express even what yon conceive. Have' any strain or effort, the whole develops as calmly, as 
every year, faculties are being definitely located, and reverence for the thought that exhausts yon; the one Bilently, and as harmoniously as a ft 
these faculties n< lly that xhaust dese .. . Steininger Clarke. w i 
CONSERVATIVE OR PROGRESSIVE TEACHERS, 
WHICH? 
BY 0. N. MORRISON. 
The use, of the word “ progressive ” to qualify the 
office of teacher seems superfluous. No one can justly 
claim the title who is not progressive. 
Nevertheless, the fact remains that there are multi¬ 
tudes of jweudo-teachers who are not progressive. They 
make no effort to advance, to add an ever increasing 
store of knowledge. Apparently they do not recognize 
the net y < va ran • i • t. 
The watchword in all things is “ Onward! ” This is 
especially true of the arts. No one has ever reached, in 
the realm of music, the limit of attainment; nor has any 
method or system of instruction yet been invented so 
complete that it, could not be improved upon. • . . 
This being true, what must we think of the teachers 
who neither read nor Btudy; who employ the same 
methods now that they did ten, fifteen, or twenty years 
ago; making no variations even to meet the special needs 
of individual pupils ? 
In all such cages the public expresses t£ (pinion 
unt imo slj -to signifit w ',r by leaving 1 ion pro 
gressives in undisturbed possession of their antediluvian 
methods. 
i* h s ble fo e 'j t a j>; - p gi ss Ye t way 
i )ften hed 1 abou ith difficnl s tha my seei «' 
most insurmountable. Many of us are country teachers 
with limited time, means, and opportunity for study and 
self-culture. But whatever the difficulties may be, if we 
have an earnest desire to grow we will find the way, to 
overcome them. Progress, though sometimes slow, 
need be no less sure. Indomitable will, joined to 
patient, persevering effort, are the “ Open Sesame ” that 
unlocks the hidden treasures of the knowledge for which 
we thirst. To one thus deterniined to advance various 
means will suggest themselves. 
Whenever it is possible, we shonld seek intercourse 
' with educated musicians, never missing an opportunity 
to listen to their playing, lectures, or conversation. And 
when such opportunity offers, let us not be of those who, 
“ having eyes, see not, and ears, hear not. Keep eyes 
and ears ojlen, and the mind alert to discover every fine 
point* every good idea and beautiful thought. Dissect 
them, analyze them, to get from them their true mean¬ 
ing and greatest good, then use them. ^Frequent inter¬ 
course of this kind, however, is not within the reach of 
all. But one thing is possible: the whole world of 
literature is open to all who will labor to explore it. 
Through this medium we may have intercourse with the 
, ohlest minds >! all ages. 
Again, much depends upon how we read. Riiskin says: 
“You might read all the books in the British Museum 
(if you could live long enough), and remain-an utterly 
illiterate, uneducated person ; but if you read ten pages 
of a good book, letter by letter—that is to say with real 
a curacy - ou a - ... ~ ore in. .*><> cm ism 3 an 5 
ucated person. The entire difference between education 
and non-education consists in this accuracy.” And then 
he sa ij h a s of bool “to o them 
for help; to appeal to them when our own knowledge 
and power of thought1 fails; to be led by them into 
wider sight, purer conception than ms own, and receive 
from them the united sentence of the judges and councils 
of all time, against our solitary and unstable opinion.” 
Above all, train the mind in habits of thought; of 
“Original and independent thought; thereby bringing out 
your own individuality, which shall in turn leave its im- 
press upon your pupils, and prove a formative influence 
in their eduction, musical and otherwise. 
The* writer’s observation has been that -nothing is 
more fatal to progress than conservatism. Many teachers 
regard new ideas and methods as dangerous. They Bay, 
“ This method, which I havje used for years, has been 
productive of good results, therefore I wfujt nothing bet¬ 
ter.” Actuated by the mistaken notion that to intro¬ 
duce any change or new ideas into their work would be 
an admission of past incompetency, or would detract 
from their own dignity1 and self-imjjoftance, they-stub-: 
bornly refuse to investigate new ways that might produce 
astly better results. 
No teacher or musician can be really progressive, who 
does not reaid the best educational journals. From them 
we not only learn of what transpires in the mnsical 
world, but, if read with a view to profit, they will furnish 
the inspiration, the help, the direction toward a liberal 
musical education, and put us in possession of the new 
an I good things n musical art. 
While it is by no means advisable to try every new 
in n >n and qu < k melh< ? we advertised II ’ eve 
it is best, in the interest of progress, to investigate the 
new ideas and improved methods of known authorities, 
wh )se leading it i * o foil >w—m hods whi & e 
the -fruit of careful thought and deep research, and 
whose value has been thoroughly demonstrated. Every 
teacher ought thus to examine what seems to possess 
true worth, being guided by his or her own intelligence 
and ommon s nse ii discrimin ting betweei the false 
and the true, rejecting or accepting accordingly. The 
old maxim will apply in this connection, “Be not the 
first by whom the new is tried, nor yet the last to lay the 
oK-aside-.” ' • ' 
Let us as young teachers—who have entered the ranks, 
primarily, from love of our art, desiring to make it our 
life work—ask ourselves seriously the questions : Have 
we formed a true conception of the magnitude and no¬ 
bility of the work ? Do we “ covet earnestly the best 
gifts5 ? and, Are we putting forth every effort to the end 
that we may attain them ? 
Then let us take as our motto, “ Labor omnia 
vincit”—Labor conquers everything. 
JOACHIM RAPP. 
BY JOHN S. VAN CLEVE. 
The life of Raff presents a romantic interest in some 
measure similar to that of Richard Wagner. Poverty, 
privation, and repeated disappointments in his cherished 
plans surrounded the first forty years of his life, and, as 
with the hammer of Thor, strove to hurl back his talent 
into obscurity ; but in him, as in Wagner, exuberant 
musical genius was sustained by a Titanic force of will, 
and the last twenty years of his life was crowned with 
brilliant outward success. Introduced to the publishers 
by Mendelssohn, favorably reviewed by Schumann, be¬ 
friended by Lizst, and helped by Billow, who played his 
compositions, there were forces at work to help him, 
but many disasters and heart-sickening disappointments 
intervened to try his soul till it was knit together in 
manly maturity. The fecundity of his genius surpasses 
all comprehension. 
Ten symphonies give one an idea of the scale on 
which his productiveness is to be measured in the 
orchestral world, while in chamber music and in com-i 
positions for the pianoforte he has been proportionately 
creative. His gift for melody is something extraor¬ 
dinary, and oftentimes his themes have a ravishing 
charm. 
As a harmonist, also, he manifests, not only deep 
learning, but that “ curious felicity,” to translate the 
phrase of the famous Latin rhetorician, that luck and 
tact in choosing apposite chords, which is one of the 
rarest gifts, especially with composers of a tuneful turn 
of mind. Raff always writes with a noble aim and for 
the o i | art ii he large, J si < forma 
One fatal defect, however, is found in everything he 
doc he lacks tin p< er- possessed bj the c rador of \ 
Andes—-to remain on wing above all heights in the serene 
heavens. His larger works seldom maintain a uniform 
level of noble sentiment, but often, after a fine begin¬ 
ning, sink to the trivial or even to the vulgar and 
boisterous. Sncl symphonies as “ Im Walde and 
the Leonore illustrate conspicuously the great merits 
and the lamentable weaknesses of this gifted, indus¬ 
trious, and fascinating musician.* The Suite, Op. 72, 
* Baff, like Brahma and Bnblnsteln, though influenced by the 
modem German school in the details c-f hla work, produces music 
essentially in accord with .the traditions of pure instrumental music. 
presents ns a favorable specimen of his best piano 
writing. It consists of five partB—a prelude, minuet, 
toccata, romance, and fugue. The prelude and fugue 
could be easily taken together, in the manner of Bach, 
as they stand in the same key, and still no serious vio¬ 
lence would be done to the work as a whole. The pre¬ 
lude in four bur time n E minoi is a«m lody in th bass 
against a vigorous counterpoint of triplets. The minuet 
in three-four time in E major bears a very slight re¬ 
semblance, either in form or spirit, to the classical 
minuet, and-.:is.vsdive'.;-iri&-:m<^di^-viiM>j^8cati6ii8.^hlpie’ 
toccata in two-four rime stands in G and A minor, is 
built up fitudewise from groups of sixteenths. The 
romanza, three-four time in G, gives a glimpse of Raff’s 
melodic geniuB. The fugue is built upon a subject of 
five measures, has a striking peculiarity at the outset} 
namely, two groups of three notes each, separated by 
rests, whereby a hesitating, stammering effect is im¬ 
parted that becomes beautiful in contrast with the 
steady flow which follows. The whole work is brilliant 
and technically difficult. 
HINTS TO PUPILS. 
The principal thing is the education of the ear. Learn 
early to distinguish the major, the minor, the different 
keys. Try to note what sounds the cuckoo-clock gives) 
the bell and the window glass, when struck. 
.; There are persons who think that they can accom¬ 
plish everything by the agility of their fingers, and who, 
until an advanced age, employ several hours each day in 
mechanical exercise. It is as though a man should ap¬ 
ply himself each day to the pronouncing of A, B, C, 
with constantly increasing rapidity. Employ your time 
better., ... 
As for time, the playing of many virtuosos is like the 
walk of a drunken man. Do not take such people for 
models. 
When yon play do not trouble yourself as to who is 
listening* 
You should not only know your pieces with your fin¬ 
gers—you should also know how to hum them without 
the piano. Cultivate your musical perceptions to such a 
point that you can retain not only the melody, but the 
harmony of a piece. 
Yon must learn to understand music by reading it. 
Never play a piece until you have first read it. 
When you are older, never play any popular piece. 
Time is too precious. One who would know that which 
is good even, need have a hundred lives. 
Never help to circulate bad music; on the contrary, do 
all thatyon can to suppress it. 
Never play bad music. You should never even listen 
to it, unless forced. 
Always consider it a horrible thing to change or omit 
anything in the music of good composers, or to intro¬ 
duce new and popular ornaments. It is the greatest 
outrage you can inflict upon art. 
The rues-of morality are also rules of art. 
Be self-sustained; inquire seriously into life as well 
into other arte and sciences. ~ 
One may always learn.—Taine's Notes. 
—A well-rounded performance will largely depend 
upon the effortless control of all required movements, 
certainty in the employment of all practicable finger 
successions at the desired speed, and the habitnal co-or¬ 
dinating of the various motions as they are required 
in the different forms of legato and of staccato. All 
these sustain nearly the same relation to a musical per¬ 
formance that automatic control of the organs of speech 
sustains to expressive reading or oratory. The atten¬ 
tion of the player in interpreting a mnsical work is to 
be almost or entirely quiet, devoted to the spirit and 
content of the work, the technical means for the ex¬ 
pression of this-content being, as nearly as possible, 
effortlessly and unconsciously controlled and applied.— 
Carl Hoffmann. 
SHARPS. 
No sharps or flats belong to C, 
One sharp will show the key of G, 
D has two, and A has three ; 
In E are four and five in B, 
The F sharp scale must then have six, 
And for C sharp all seven prefix. - 
FLATS. ’ 
F natural one fiat must take, 
Two flats the .key of.B fiat make, 
D flat has three and A flat four, 
And with D flat count still one more ; 
For Bix, t a G flat scale is k. a, 
And G flat makeB all seven its own. 
Questions anfl J^nsweijs. 
[Our subscribers are invited to send in questions for this depart¬ 
ment. Please write them on one Bide of the paper only, and not 
with other things on the same sheet. In Every Cash tiiij 
1. I'wish to know of a good book on Modu- for instance, if a child had been taught incorrect draw- 
lation, and come to The Etude for information.. 
2. How can I gain skill in transposing at sight? 1 
wish to learn the art of accompaniment. a. a. t. 
Ans.—-1. There is one manual of modulation by H. 
ing, designing, and coloring, and in maturer years 
continues hiB studies with a true artist, he will find that 
his time haB been wasted, and will require to begin once 
mot at > finning. 0 * t epianis • .>*T s < 
Writer's fuli, Address mdst be Given, or the questions will Wohlfahrt. I haven’t it at hand and don’t remember bnt few musicians Professor Barth of Berlin himself 
receive no attention. In no case will the writers name be printed , ., hut it is excellent Also How to Modn- «W musicians. i'roiessorcartn, Ot merlin, Uimseit 
to the questions in The Etude. Questions that have no general the exact title, DUt it 18 excellent. A1BO, MOW to moan & magnificent player, says, “ Out of every fifty pianists 
interest will not receive attention.] late, by Shepard. . there are only about two musicians.” If this statement # * b. i ians.
Ques.-WM you state m The Etude the proper 2. You might begin by transposinga simple melody into be trU6} and it no doubfc i8j it plainly sbow8 the great 
method of playing nine notes against four of the same ajj tbe keySi You only need to keep the scale-relations d of reform in tenokina- mefhnrlH 
valu„, with »*pla»at,on? A —..A of ^ JoJjr „le 8„J jn tra„BpOBing a 
Ash.—Learn each hand by separate practice. When cbord accompaniment you will have to take into account 
playing them together, begin the first note of each count the relation of each chord to the tonic. Ritter’s Practical HOW TO MAKE THE STUDY OF HARMONY 
with each hand exactly together, and play each at a Harmony will probably help you in this. If I have not INTERESTING, 
speed that will make the counts end together in each made this clear let me know, and I will try to illustrate ■ * v.: ■ * 
hand. It takes a great deal of patient practice to learn jt more in detail. J. C. F. BT JEAy M03S- BY JEAN MOSS. 
to do it evenly. ! W. L. 
Qdes.—Will you give some rules as to the best way to 
practice rea linj at sigl ? !>• M. o. 
Ans.—If you can play well enough to play easy; 
waltzes, practice the Etudes of Kohler, Op. 60; then 
BETTER RESULTS WANTED. 
BY W. O. FORSYTH. 
The study of a musical instrument enables ns to per¬ 
form music; the study of harmony enables us to hear 
mnsic.' i: 
A thorough study of harmony is the only means of 
waking an interest for more {esthetic harmonic progres- WiUl&CU. : iOUUUiC IUO JLilUUCO ui 4AUim-l» yu vv J m r • 1 _ ,/• 1 • .*■ . *w6*vu 
take Czerny, Op. 299, and read all the notes of a group HE ™ere mec anica Procesf p ayi°g 6 68 sions and the more remote modulations. Besides, this 
or count at one glance. Also practice four-hands music 068 n° pro uce an ar 18 > even 1 °8® no ®sar® p ay® tendency to purify the musical taste, the study of har- 
a j rest deal w ith a g >od pla] ei C. W. L. correctly as regards touch, any more than the ability to 
read will make a scholar; more than this iB necessary. 
Ques.—Can a person understand harmony and thor- The well-equipped teacher should be able to show the ... . „ 
„w?hba.. wUho^t a .e.d.er, If so, ,ha. book, would ^ JP— piece hi. pDpiI. ...fiy, be 
mony offers several other inducements to performers in 
general and pianists and organists in special. It facil- 
it an 6tnde, song without words, sonata, or fugue. 
Ans. A very few naturally good students have done They should he taught musical form, how great musical 
it successfully, but it is far better to have a teacher. If worka are constructed from motives, phrases, and 
,, me to F. s. n. - —J- r, a T . J' three branches that are frequently neglected by students, 
X..-  very few ....rally good studeuta have done Th 8k<m]d’,,8 ^ aaioal {ot^ how greal nu8Sical »«■»“ d»advaotag. If we take mto eon- 
it s ccessf ll , t it is f r tt r t  a e  t r. If i r str t fr ti es ubr s s *U *>««• aud-fer-reaebrng advaatages, 
there is none near you, take harmony lessens by mail. p” . " STJELTtTit IsZiyah ““to,01 ™,T 7 f Td 
Qpp adrprt?RpmMitH in The Etude C W. L. j j . a a, r -i , suing an uninteresting and even tiresome study ? And 
' * ' 1 ’ ' - 1 ’ lrd and outrag ns to take money ( • pu lls withon , ,, , , 
„ , . ...... . r . . , r, . , is the study of harmony really uninteresting? To this Ques.—1. lhere is one question m teaching that I giving value for it m making them intelligent, musical T ., , T, , , . , > .. , 
find troubles me, and that is, with organ pupils, after JL and witbout this knowiedee on the nart of the 1 WOuld reply: 14 Canbe. and 18 DOt unfre<luently made 
they are through their instruction book, what is best for P y ’ , r. ~ .. .g , , so to* high degree ; but it can .■ be made,'also, very inter* 
them to study further? teacher there can be no effective teaching. I have had e8ting and p]easing. It depends entirely on the teacher. 
2. What system in technics can be used on an organ ? pupils come to “e, and after hearing them play have Jf he Bents the musicai combinations merely as a 
3. I teach Mason’s on piano ; can that be applied to asked them: Will you have the kindness to point out , . . „ . ., . , „ 
onov-fron? , . ,, . J , • , i ., , cornoination ot notes, the study will naturally appear to 
au organ i , to me m the music you have lust played a cadence ? , j n a .f. a i. >. -i t. a .i. , 
. , rn. ah. r v . - .. v . a, /• a i ^ v v .. . be dull. But if he teaches his pupils how to think mn- Ans.—1. The Albums of reed organ music mentioned Will yon show me the first phrase from the beginning, or . „ , , . , . . n u a au 
, „„ ir, , -AT a\_ f m -m J . av. , J , . , , „,, T 6 ,8’ sically and how to hear mentally what they are writing, in the ‘ Publishers Notes.” of The Etude during the where the first period ends?” or I may say to them: ... J . . , 
18TTT, r „ ttt . J « if he causes them to be conscious of writing music and 
paat year- Why did y°n accent such a note ? Was d to define a® ^iw ^ TO;u past year. 
„ . , , j. * a j- , , , v 3 v . not only notes, the students must be interested and will 
2. There is no good set of reed organ studies es- rhythm, the metre, or a phrase ? and they can give no ^ ^ con8ider themselve8 to be solving mechan. 
peeially adapted to the instrument. Buy Bach s in- intelligent answer, they had been taught nothing bnt to . « & giyen problem> but wiu find themselves creat- 
ventions. . playt e notes. . , tv • • • , ing individual tone pictures. To make the students 
3 Yes, the two-finger exercises, scales, and arpeggios, If music is, as is behaved, of Divine origin and has Ue of thinki music j would advise to sing every 
Wiflbirinsfhn nvfno T Anna AT f An An Tnr« Tna onnnnro n An W n U /mH n Wri ri nnnl rv vvnfi V.TT 4-k A n .ri HAinnnA * ° 1 ° J 
ventions. 
. , t  t i  i , l ,  i , 
C. W. L. 
making the extra force of touch for the accents. Practice been nourished and developed by the aid of science into , . "T ,8 .,-~ 
mostl^without blowing, silent. C. . L. one of the most, if not the most beautiftil of all arts ; be- interchanging them so as to give each pupil an 
QUES—Why not have one length as standard? We mg universal, appealing to all persons of whatever ortunity to become familiar with each part; I wluld 
are now confused with halves, quarters, eighths, six- nationality, elevating in its tendencies, because calling “ to . , , . , ,Urx ,, , , , ., 
teenths, and I have seen thirty-seconds as the unit. into _lay hither facdties then we Should as music haV® °ne examPle worked out afc the blackboard* the 
c. d. w. nt° play \ h,r.er aCQlt ®S’ mfn we 8, d’ aS mu81c class criticising it afterward, not only pointing out the 
~ to lovers and musicians, pat into it onr best endeavors, . e. . , „ . . , „ . ... 
Ans. I see no need of confusion in any case. All and ahow wherein lie8 its beauties and the correct, po- mfnngemeat« uPoa J?® ^® ’ n t flWr 
that is necessary is to know what the unit of time measure „ow . mAmonf oPiaionB relating to the improvement of the natural flow 
ues. in ,  
p the g ult , s , 
C* t___J '_* •__i * __ 1_ ti __V_A. _J__■ 
b 1™* “ “ 1“ °° .™‘es b r
tiiat is necessary is to know what the unit of time measure etic way Df interpreting them. Think a moment what the pftlm voices an5 to the* way of arranging the Tones °of 
is, to start with. It is not necessary that it should wofd musician implies—a man versed and educated in the chords, so as to produce the most satisfactory tonal 
always be the same. Present practice is the result of a music, who can talk intelligently and analytically re- effect. The times are past when the slightest and most 
long course of development and of natural selection. I garding it wbo can explain and show the polyphonic ^significant deviation from the strict rules was conrid- 
do notthmk anything would be gained by attempting wonderfl 0f a Beethoven sonata or a Wagner music than high treason^The modwnschool Smoretoleiant 
such a change as you suggest. J. U. Jb. on n nro 1 n ^aohliov olinnlrl alimir f a Ivin nn _ I nnJ InTrAwnltltT innlinc^ f a o r? Vi nro f a flia A 11 linn. 
m ll
such a change as yon suggest. J. L. h. drama. The  again the teacher should show to his pu- a d favorably inclined, to adhere to the maxim— ll har- 
Ques.—Am I right in placing the top of the slide on pils wherein Bchumahn is different from Chopin, Wag- monic progressions which Berve an artistic purpose are 
the metronome pendulum on a level with the fingers ner from Beethoven, Bach from Hiindel, their opposing available for use. ., , ,. . , * , „ 
callad for ia ike piece to be plajed ? - F. M. n. F. 8tyleB and peculia; eb^eteriaiica ibia knowledge 
Ans.—Yes. Some teachers only use the metronome should be acquired by every teacher through extensive contempt by the greater number of our amateurs, and, I 
to give the required rate of speed, letting it tick a moment reading and study (besides a thorough knowledge of am sorry to say, also by nine-tenths of onr professional 
while the player eoonta with it to get the time within harmony and counterpoint), and ia ahsolntply indiapen- JIt^d mST- 
him wrni I a AThnw noo if Hrnnnrr f ha -tTr hala m ana orirl ofi 11 nnk1 n k n in 1-.^. nnJwnn nf n«t<4 I nnlwnri n r. . . A S ■« 1 1 him, while others use it during the whole piece, and still sable if he wishes to be spoken of and looked upon as abje on]y for advanced students and demands much 
others for working up hard parts of a piece. a real musician. That persons have a right to teach is hard and earnest work. But the compensation it yields 
C. W. L. beyond question. There are many persons whose means to the faithful Btudent is proportionate to the quality of 
QuES.-Please explain the meaning of” nna corda ; ’.’ will not permit them to engage a good teacher, and must ^k thTstTd/TiountT-p^tot?^ the ascent of I moun- 
my dictionary says that it simply means_that a passage is (in consequence) go to one of those unqualified persons. tajn. We leave the valley with its depressing atmos- 
to be played on only one string. How can that be There is, however, no excuse for those who can afford the phere and begin to climb the steep mountain side, 
rlnna An rhn mnnn * - M w * . ** . ... ... A . v . , - i done on the piano ? N. W. 
Ans.—In the old instruments but two strings were nsed, 
outlay and do not for mercenary reasons: they in the winding onr way through labyrinths of rocks and around 
end find oot .he lamentable mleteke they have made, 
and when a passage was marked ” nna corda” the but tbe principle of engaging teachers who are not mu- the*^i?r’becomes*pure anTrefreshing,'1[he dull cares of 
foot was pressed on the pedal to the left-hand side, which s;cjan8 to meet this class of persons, by directors of every-day life are receding‘with every step. After a 
shifted the action bo that bnt one string was worked. mn8;caj[ in8tiiutions, schools, academies, colleges, con- lor»g> fatiguing march we reach the longed-for summit, 
ml_-J_:_1_it_•__J dt_ _ . _.L* __ 7 7 7 0 7 -A « «nn^Mnmn nnf/kl/la «fo LnnnW tA An*. Oflf All. 
Ques.—Should J time and f timashave more than one teachers know from sad experience how difficult it is for 8eeme to stretch itself to an infinite distance; what in the 
L. S. B. 
’ll- a VAA—VUUU AAAAV WUVHVAW ” ** VAAA WUU VUDVIAHUVU JiA V/ V* UJ V/Ulh IV XQ A ft* J • . • 
aCCAent? „ . , L; S* B> them to eradicate from snch pupils thg bad habits formed sTlTch^^lsTsTf ^ sriartlre of 
Ans.—Yesj always, except when notes are given that from first erroneous training. Apply the same syBtenii unforeseen, overwhelming beauty, and we are initiated 
fill the measure. 0. W. L. to any other art, and the effect would be equally bad— into the most sublime revelations of musieal geniaa. , 
HINTS TO STUDENTS OP ORGAN PLATING. 
BY JOHN STAINER, MB'S. DOC, 
The student who wishes to become a good organist 
shonld not commence his practice on the king of instru¬ 
ments until he has a thorough knowledge of a musical 
notation, can read fairly at sight, is able to play all his 
scales evenly and rapidly on the pianoforte, and, above 
all things, can carry his hand in a good position whilst 
playing chords or scales. For giving elasticity of action 
to the fingers and wrists, for forming the position of the 
hand, and for .training the touch tne pianoforte stands 
unrivaled. All this portion of an organist’s work (and 
it is a most important portion) should be done at the 
pianofi . nctl to< d that 
these things cannot be learned on a harmonium or reed 
organ, for, delightful and useful as that long-suffering 
instrument is, it cannot, from its nature, so well lead a 
player to good organ playing as can the pianoforte. 
Thef student should not be in a htirry to go to the organ 
itself. It is no exaggeration to say that more organists 
. ive been r >il« i by b gin ii g th< ir instrument 1 worl 
The difficulties peculiar to performance on and man¬ 
agement of an organ, as distinguished from a pianoforte, 
may be classified as follows: (a) Flaying with the feet, 
or pedaling. (6) Independence of movement between 
the hands and feet, separately and in combination, (c) 
Use of the legato and staccato touch. (d) Management 
of the stops and various mechanical appliances, (e) 
i tl • o! playi lg ; th spres ion Tht natm 1 rf 
these special characteristics of the organ must be kept 
separately in the mind, although the pupil will, in prac¬ 
tice, soon meet them in combination. It may be 
thought strange that a “ method of playing with expres¬ 
sion ” should be considered a distinctive feature of 
organ-playing; but the fact is that the pupil' will not be 
long in finding that his musical feeling has to be ex¬ 
pressed on the organ in a very different way to that 
usual t i . sianofort , % he ill >•; er that ig 
norance of this fact is a fruitful source of poor and 
unsatisfactory p rforming. 
The first thing to learn on reaching the organ is how 
to sit. It iB of the utmost importance that the body 
should be so placed as to ^e in readiness for anything 
required of it. The following is the test of a good posi¬ 
tion : When seated, lift up both feet and hold them 
juBt over the pedals, so that they could play, if required, 
. i . on he long or'short i . 1-keys it the sme tin 5 
hold both hands over the manuals so that they could 
play, if required, on any of the manuals, either sepa¬ 
rately or in conjunction with the feet. If the pupil, 
while in this position; has an uncomfortable sensation 
that he ,is likely to knock his nose against the desk, the 
g! n stoi 1 is u‘ fa ai aj from he ke; s o h< I sittii g 
too near its edge. If the pupil cannot move his knees 
freely to the right or left, the stool is either too near the 
key-board or he is sitting too far on it. 
Shoes worn when playing should not be made too nar¬ 
row or too round at the toe ; they should have fairly 
deep heel-pieces. The reason why it is necessary to 
have deep heel-pieces will be explained hereafter. 
Lady pupils Bhould avoid very small and also very cir¬ 
cular heel-pieces, unless, indeed, they are prepared to 
undei < a temporarj imprisonment j n hasa Kb< tj 
by the sacrifice of a boot. The soles should be of mod¬ 
erate thickness, for, if they are too thin, many delicate 
muscles of the foot will be called into play whose co-op¬ 
eration is totally unnecessary in pedaling, but whose 
use will cause great fatigue to the hard-working student. 
I • a ma t< f ec mbii ing st ps, a little exp rienc i : 
worth a vast amount of theory. A refined ear and 
good taste will point out unmistakably, first, what com¬ 
binations of stops produce a really good tone; next, 
which combination is most suitable for a particular 
passage. It iB specially necessary to warn young organ- 
sts agains >11 it >1 ;d« ic« to the re iom giv \ i 
arrangements for the organ. ' For instance, “full swell” 
-t pianissimo > joint organs in large building , but 
fortissipo on many others; “up. to mixtures” in old 
cathedral organs means a rich mezzo forte, whereas, in 
a mod* ■ cially if i nail 1 ?) it is 
probable the result.would be a screamy fortissimo. 
When an “arranger” has an instrument with bad 
“ double diapasons” he - is constantly writing the 
directions “ without doubles,” whereas, if they are so 
properly voiced as to become a subordinate ingredient 
of the tone their frequent use is not only admissible, 
but desirable. On an instrument with a' small, weak- 
tone pedal, organ a good player frequently plays the 
pedal part in octaves ; but, if this were to he indiscrimi¬ 
nately followed on a properly-balanced instrument, the 
effect would often be detestable. Many German writers 
have written for organs possessing a large independent 
pedal organ, but very intractable couplers (if any) of 
“ manuals ” to “ pedals.” In order, therefore, to get 
strength of tone these composers give frequent passages 
ir. octaves. 
„ A food organist may be known, if by nothing else, by 
Ms use of the crescendo of the 'swell organ. A. bad 
player, when he has a leg to spare, seems to think it who know nothing of good music and have to be edu- 
cannot be better employed than by pumping the swell Cated up to it at an age when they should be able to 
pedal up and down with utter disregard to the compos- , , . , . , , ■ T 
er’s intentions. It might often be said that such per- Pla? and appreciate music by the best masters. I 
formers try to use the swell pedal even when one leg n®ver scold a child for making mistakes, for it only 
cannot be spared, and thus frequently sacrifice beautifnl makes them worse. Keep the good will of a child if 
pedal passages by consigning their rendering to the poasible, for the child who likes its teacher will always 
ti*onrinyAtrAi»rti:ftr rhn loti 1 I In Ann nnAoomn ' * frantic efforts of the left foot only. On one occasion the . , , ' , , , . , , 
writer remembers to have heard an organist perform on tr^ P*ea8e that teacher by having, a good lesson, 
an instrument having a very prominent swell organ with Patience and firmness are two of the principal elements 
highly-decorated shutters. He. was playing on the choir in a teacher of children. Make a child understand from 
organ with both hands and without usipg the pedals; the first that an exercise or piece once taken must be 
but so strong was the force of habit that his right leg , , ,, , „ ,, , , T - 
was busily engaged working the swell pedal. The ab- learned thoroughly before they take anything else. I 
surd effect can be imagined; the tone remained level think if children will practice intelligently fifteen or 
and passionless to the hearers, while their eyes were an- twenty minutes each day on two-finger and other exer¬ 
ted by the meaningless gaping of the swell shut- ciSes, it is as much mechanical work as ought to be 
Yhe following rules should be imDressed on voung expected of them. Give them more than this and they eT pr y D
players: “ Never use the swell pedal unless the proper soon tire of the piano. To keep them working they 
expression of the music demands a crescendo or dimin- must be given something musical to work on. Every 
uendo.” “ Never sacrifice the proper performance of a teacher feels (or shonld feel) that he has taken a great 
pedal passage for the sake of using the swell pedal.” MO-_ , . . , '_• •_ i iuo ouno ui oiue iuc onca ut/u u • 1*1 i l ■% ■* m. « 
“ Be careful of the way you press it down.” “ Ob-- responsibility on his hands when giving a child its first 
serve carefully the length of the passage marked cres- lessons in music, especially if the child shows any 
cendo, and do not get the swell folly open till the degree of talent, That teacher is building, as it were, 
ybn are prepared to carry on the the fonndation for a structure that he himself may not 
e. if not used too freonentlv:” reallze to wbat beiSht lfc ma7 r!se- j 
climax—unless ou u t 
crescendo by adding stops.” “ The swell crescendo is . , , , . , . 
the more effectiv , qu y; h h l y i8 t 
Stops shonld on no account be changed either by com- -■- 
position, pedals, pistons, or the bands, unless it can be omrPWnfl 
done without breaking the time or disturbing the bUHxiIiZUo. 
rhythmical form of the music. It is the more important - 
to impress this on the young organist at. the present Miss Trill—l love to hear the birds sing. 
time, inasmuch as it has become a vicious fashion Jack Mallet—So do I. They never attempt a piece 
among a certain class of organists to hold down a chord beyond their ability. 
for more than its proper duration with one band, while _ . n 
the other is ostentatiously hunting about the stops. „ Fenor (savagely) Yon are half a note too flat, Mr. 
This trick is bad enough when it happens to be the final 8nU,. *. „ V . . . . ^ , ,, 
chord of one movement which is unduly protracted for „ First Bass (viciously) You are two bars ahea , Mr 
+kn’-wn»ririOb nf rtKarvavinrp ilia alnna fnn jfrliof wrliiali la tn -OaU Wil • the purpose of preparing the stops for that which is to 
follow; but when, as is often the case, it is a chord in 
the middle of a passage which is selected for protraction, 
only because it can be conveniently held down by one 
hand, the effect is truly distressing. The beginner will 
therefore do well to bear the following rale in mind: 
“ Never sacrifice the time or rhythm of a passage in an 
attempt to change the stop. Consider that the altera- 
ioi ) stops should 1 i the ult ofprodi in abetter 
rendering of an author’s composition, not of ruining its 
effect.”' ' - 
TEACHING CHILDREN. 
BY F. A. WILLIAMS. 
To teach children successfully it is necessary to en¬ 
courage them from the beginning and make their studies 
so pleasant that they will look forward to each lesson 
Second Bass (despairingly)—Can’t yon see, Robinson, 
that you are a semitone flat? 
Soprano (sweetly)—Gentlemen, will yotf kindly bear 
in mind that I am playing the prelude? 
Uncle Saioback (entering lamp store)—Thar, I’ve 
brnng this instrument back. 
Dealer--What’s the matter with it ? 
Uncle Sawback—You said it was a planner lamp; but 
Sairy Ann can’t get a blame note out of it, nohow.— 
Harper's Bazar. 
“ Have you heard Miss Simpkin sing since she came 
froiri Europe ?” “ Several times.” “Do you think she 
has improved?” “Very much.” “In what partiu- 
lar?” “ She doesn’t sing as much as she used to.”— 
N. Y. Graphic. 
“Ah, yes,” said Aunt Sally, “ Jennie’s a great singer; 
some day she’ll be a reg’lar belladonna.”—Columbus 
Post. 
“Sing me a little song,” said Mr, Staylate, as he set¬ 
tled himself more comfortably in the close-fitting easy j ..-i ___ .. it,;. u u l u i n oi m
day with p - re. Get i child to do his, and, with cbair^ u Bjng me one Gf the dear old songs that are 
careful teaching, their rapid advancement is certain. fu]i 0f sentiment.” 
On the other hand, let a child once take a dislike to the “How will this do?” she asked, seizing a sheet of 
piano, and they might as well Btop taking lessons at music, “ ‘It May Be For Years, or It May Be Forever. 
mU. i ,, , , i i ■_. m That sentiment seems to fit the occasion, and she 
once. This should always be guarded against. The ed wearily a8 he faUed to catch on .-Detroit Free 
very first lessons are the ones that will decide which j>resSm 
 y“^e   
_p
course the child will take'. First get them interested in Music Teaehe 
their work, and the rest will be easy. To do this, be as there ?” 
practical as possible. Do not theorize with a child. Do Boy—lt Two.” 
not tell them any more at one time than they can thor- Teacher—-“ W: 
oughly understand. This will encourage them, and Poy— ayti 
because of it they will work much harder. Give them Sympathetic ol 
good music as soon as they are able to play anything. f°?JLrnh 
Music Teacher—“How many kinds of time 
Teacher “ hat are they?” 
Boy—“ Day time and night time.” 
Sy pathetic old lady—“Oh dear! I do so feel, Mabel, 
for that poor man with the long trumpet”—(she must 
mean the trombone in the street band)—“all through 
There are pieces by Schumann, Dussek, Lichner, and tjje piece> dear, he’s been trying to fix it right and can’t 
others that are as easy and a good deal better than some do it, poor fellow ! ” 
of the trash children are too often given to learn. Husband to wife—“ Which of the two eminent mn* 
. . .. . tv* ci___ 
child’s musical taste is like his literary taste. Let a Bicians shall we invite to onr party, Dick Smith, the or- 
child read trashy books, and his taste for anything good ganist, or Tom King, the violinist ?” ■' 
and pure is mined. On the other hand, give Children ug ^ 0’rganis’t] 
nothing but the best literature, that which will elevate ment.” 
and give them noble ideas, and they will look with dis- ((pQr£e8BOr what»a 
gust on anything low or trashy. The same is true in a fiddle an’ a violin!” 
Wife—“ Oh, dear, if me muBt have a musician, let 
us invite the organist, for he cannot bring his instru- 
ment.” 
“ Purfessor, what’s the difference, anyhow, between 
regard to music. I have one little pupil eight years of “Zee same deeferenz zat exzeest between ze nadler 
age who plays sonatinas by Beethoven, Dussek, and an’ze violinist.” Harper s Bazar. 
Kuhlau, and pieces by Lichner and others. This child’ 
hm sever had any but good music, and likes it all, and 
can play any of it with the metronome or without it per¬ 
fectly. If this child continues in the way she has com- 
menced, will she ' ever care Is play* trashy music ? 3 ! 
Kirby Stone—“ Your typewriter seems to work very 
rapidly.” 
Wilson Deeds—:u Well, rather! She was one o 
Liszt’s favorite pupils.”—Puck. - - 
On one occasion Bishop Wilberforce was at an^ ev®n 
, ing party,, when a lady sang a song very badl. ^ ‘ 
answer, most emphatically, No I If children could all jg a difficult song,” remarked some one to the Bishop, 
be started in this way, teachers would not be obliged to “Difficult?” was the reply j “would it were nn- 
teach so sissy of those so-catted advanced (?) pupils possible.” ~ 
‘ ’ • I 
PUBLISHER’S ROTES. 
: SICKNER’S HAND-GUIDE FOR PIANO PRACTICE. 
While our country is being flooded with music charts, 
transposing keyboards, and similar humbugs, all prom- 
Thrke of the ten volumes of Mathews’ Graded Course 'for the organ. - Accept my heartiest, thanks .for, it. 
ising a musical education without labor and with but sapplement to Mason’s “ Touch and Technic.” No 
little expense, it is refreshing to note one invention that teacber should fail to see them; they will be sent on 
of Piano Studies are already published j the balance will shall recommend it to all I know are interested in the 
follow as fast as possible. This course will contain the orfan” Yours truly,. L. R. Larson. 
be* pi.nofe.de, of the be,. compor, .elected with . 
tow to the modern style of piano playing, and will Be ft with the three numbers which I have received. • 
supple ent to ason’s “ Touch and Technic.” o ■ 1 Yours, ' Berta Moore. 
makes no such promises, but is really a most useful 
help for teachers. 
Sickner’s Hand Guide was begotten from the necessi¬ 
ties of an eminently practical teacher, and, we under¬ 
stand, it was carefully tested for a considerable time be¬ 
fore its introduction to the teaching fraternity. It prom¬ 
ises to save time only so far as practice with correct po- 
inger 1 to the 
pupil. I'-- brief with this gui ie the puj il m is*: practice 
when alo vith the s p s wl i 'ier the 
watchful * ye of the teat hei. 
What is it like ? Simply two softly cushioned bars in 
it, a i k ' . at and 
....... ..... „„ .,   — I have received the two Concert Albums I ordered of 
examination if desired. Book four of these studies we y.ou an? am very much pleased With them. The selec- 
.,, , , . ,, , . ea , , tt .*i tions given in them are Suitable for both music teacher 
will have ready in the early part of September. Until it &nd pgupil) and tbe;r durable binding makes them ,« a 
is in the market we will accept subscriptions for it at thing of beauty and a joy forever.” 
the cost of paper and printing; 25 cents cash must ac- Very respectfully, Nina M. Ream. 
eompa the >rdei Received your $2.00 special offer and am greatly 
We are now printing the third edition of the deservedly 
popular musical game, Allegrando. It is a happy combi¬ 
nation of instruction and pleasure, and fully merits the 
favor with which it has been received both by teachers 
and scholars alike. Price 50 cts. 
plea jd with i It is al iys a j leasu e to ne to rec > rt 
works of yours, they being built upon sound principles, 
andthe copious annotations greatly aid the player to in¬ 
terpret and execute them correctly. Have played 
through the Concert Albums and find the music to ray 
hti satis fat ion Mathev • Gi c ir Court hi just 
what is needed in that line, and I mean to use it all I 
can. Chr. Clemens. 
' I have received the package of music which I ordered iron nd a little aoove me xeyDoaru, wnn a uem, uuu By ^ time tbe September number of the Etude is „ 1 n m x r m n l
oimr>lp ndinstine- device at either end that all sizes of ... , , ... , , , „ , from your June advertisement for $2.00. I am much si ple adjusting device at enner euoi mata i s e pubhshed many of the schools and colleges wlll be open ^ quality and quantity of tbe mnsic. 
hands may be quickly fitted. It is easily att c for the year again, and many private teachers will have The graded course by Mathews fills a want which I 
the piano below the keyboard and qiiickly removed, begun the fall term. We would therefore suggest in this have felt for years. Anna M. Avery. * 
Between these bars the hands are thrust, and while free nnmber tbat those desiring packages of on sale music ---—— 
to move up and down the keyboard, the pounding sent them as heretofore will notify us at as early a date /mvntinm nnA/rb ammuo 
process, so common with beginners, cannot be acquired. afl possible after August 15th, stating wlen they desire it 00J* 1 rJtOlrJiAMMLB. 
Let all good teachers thank Mr. Sickner for that one sent? quantity, style, grade, and all particulars that will PianQ Becital by Berve D Willdns. 
\lruS\ M .o(u,winn^ AH vonnv teachers help us to ma^e t^ie sefoction satisfactory. This will en- Sonata in C, Op. 53 (Aurora), Beethoven; Mennetto 
Who should use the invention ? All yo g e c s abje U8 to gjTe tbem our best attention and will avoid ;n B minor, Schubert; Gavotte in E, Bach ; Scherzo B 
that wish to do good work must use it, while older and tbe rugb for this mnsic, which always occurs on or about flat, minor, Chopin ; Fantasia for violin, “ Lucrezia 
more experienced teachers, especially those who are geptembeP 1st. We trust to make our selection, if pos- Borgia,” Sainton ; Mazurka, Wollenhaupt; Nocturne, 
responsible for the work done in schools and cannot 8;biej more interesting and satisfactory than in former ?a.V1n'n MCph2!?n“ °f H°me’ Mllls 3 Polonaise, E 
personally superintend the foundation studies, wi n years aB we have not only very many new fine com posi- J ’ . , T tit m % 
it their chief assistant. Ever faithful, it will also cor- ;ionB’in course of publicatioilj wbicb we hope to have °™C*rf.’ De™ -?cadem*‘ Ja™<* *• ***"• 
rect bad habit, that would otherwise he venation. to both ready ia ,,at ^ als0 Mode maar ^reeHent Euro- Oh^ut^to?aXdeConS, Faufe 
,< ■ “Lucia”, Ascher; Overture, “ Oberon,” Transcription 
To us its chief merit is, that by its use with proper — — 
guidance there will be no best fingers, for all the fingers 
will be equally strong and independent. Nature iscom- 
We desire to call attention to the advertisement on 
the cover of the Etude of the two Concert Albums 
pensating, andthe resting of one functional part supplies whieh wg have ju8t iBBUed. The price is very low, and 
nutrition to the weary muscles by the active employment ^ content8 of each ia the best of its da8S of our entire 
of other movements. Thus, a change from the clinging catajQgue 
legato to the portamento,and staccato-■touch,",;which the ft ;y:. ■. ft ' ft' 
Guide by its changes of position facilitates, will enable Before ^ reacbeg you tbe fourtb volume of Ma- 
the pupil to practice a much longer time without fatigue. fion,a Toucb an(J Tecbnic will be printed. This contains 
How seldom do we have chords played with that lift- ^ gcbool of 0ctaves and Bravura Playing, and is the 
ing touch, and how easy to teach that touch with the most CQmplete treatise OQ tbe art of octaye playing pub. 
Guide, for it must come from the wrist, and begin in the lisbed_ Tbig volume compietes the great work on “ Touch 
more subtle passage work, which is prologue to the play and TeebniC)„ publisbed by U8 in four parts, and is the 
or climax. How dreary is it all without the proper ac- ripe fruit of the long experience of the renowned teachei 
centuation of sequence changes and the punctuation and artist> Dr. Wm. Mason, 
that completes the phrase or section. But with this :■ ; 
help there can be no excuse for, unequal touch. - _ , , . v .ft , _ „ 
The Guides are made in quantities by a chartered .• ^ new and revised edition of Book I of Stndiet 
company with folly paid in capital, and a letter ad- m Phrasing, ’ by W. S. B. Mathews, is now ready. Il 
dressed to A. W. Sickner, Wichita, Kan., will secure a has been enlarged, and considerable new and valuable 
full description. The Guides will be for sale by the matter added; the author has also carefully rearrangec 
publishers of The Etude. J. L. White. the old matenal of the on^nal work, and as it no* 
t ; ,  
Ravina; Recollections of Home, Mills; Polonaise, E 
flat, Op. 22s Qhopin. 
Concert, Dean Academy. James M. Tracy, Teacher. 
Wedding March, organ, Nessler; Fantasie, C Sharp, 
Chopin ; Papillon Etude de Concert, Lavalee'>; Fantasia, 
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for Organ, Weber-Warren; “Leonore,” Trotere ; Regi¬ 
ment qui Passe, Krutsch; La Fileuse, Raff; Polonaise, 
E No. 2, Liszt; “ Thy Blue Eyes,” Bohm ; March, 
“ Hongroise de Concert,” Kowalski. 
Martha Washington College, Abingdon, Vd., A. L. 
Manchester, Director. 
Programme from the works of Mozart:—Quartette, 
Overture to Magic Flute; Soilo, Fantasie in D minor, 
Sonata No. 11 (Stein Ed.); Song, The Violet; Solo, 
Sonata in D major, No. 8 (Stein Ed.); Duo, Sonata in 
F. major, 2d and 3d movements, arranged by Grieg; 
Song, Silently Blending (from Figaro); Solo, Concerto, 
E fiat major (1st and 2d movements with Hummel^ 
Cadenza), orchestral parts on second piano; Song, Lord, 
We Pray Thee (from 1st Mass.) ; Duo, Larghetto, from 
Concerto in C minor, arranged for Liszt Organ and 
Piano, by A. L. Manchester. 
SPECIAL NOTICES* 
Before this reaches you the fourth volume of a- t . t i . ; , i l t; l , 
s ’s h d h i  ill  ri t . i  t i Sonata in  ajor, o. 8 (Stein d.); uo, Sonata in 
„ , , „ ^ . , r, t»i • , .
the School of Octaves and Bravura Playing, and is the g , il tl  l i  (fr  i r ); l , rt , 
most complete treatise on the art of octave playing pub-  
lishe . his l e c letes t  r t r    , t l t i ; , , 
“» published by os in Poor ports, and is the ^^^c'SoSfartangU 
ripe fruit of the long experience of the renowned teacher pfono, by . . anchester. 
and artist, Dr. Wm. Mason. '■ ’' • '' •" - '• '■ _____ 
' m „ , T , „ of  
, The new and revised edition of Book I of ‘Studies __ 
in Phrasing,” by W. S. B. Mathews, is now ready. It Kotiees for this column inserted at 3 cents a word for one insertion, 
, , ft , , . , ' , . payable in advance. Copy must be received by the 20th of the 
has been rged and co siueri le  inu valuable ns n >nt to nrej ttio ,r next nnmber. 
We have from the editor of the Home Journal, New 
York, a delightfol book of travel entitled ‘ ‘ Abroad and 
at Home. ” The author, Morris Phillips, gives the 
reader many sensible hints on traveling. Of Europe 
only Great Britain and Paris are visited, and in the 
atter added; the author has also carefully rearranged 
the old material of the original work, and as it now 
appears in neat binding, uniform with the other volumes 
of this series, it seems almost like an entire new work, 
i * 3 book practically supers* Jes h ne< ssitj “i Hi . s 
Op. 46 and 47, the best pieces from both being in this 
collection. All the pieces are supplied with phrase and 
period marks, as well as careful notes concerning the 
EDWARD BAXTER PERRY is at his summer 
home in Medford, Mass., preparing programmes 
for next season’s concert use, and teaching a Normal 
Class of advanced pupils. 
LADY with experience desires a position aB Instru¬ 
mental Teacher in a School or College. Address, 
F., Etude Office- 
United States his book treats exclusively of the winter style of the piece,, its poetic idea, andthe touches needed 
resorts of Florida and the Pacific Coast. for producing it with the best effect. The introduction 
- also consists of a theory of phrasing and interpretation. 
TfTJRGIL’S TECHNIPHONE is equaled only by the 
V Practice Clavier, a later and rechristened form of 
the Techniphone. 
Our large importation of genuine Maelzel Metronomes There is a brief dictionary of terms and directions re- Send 
has arrived. We have delivered some fifty or more, for garding tempo. -A aistic 
A perfectly new Techniphone for sale, price, $20. 
ra for circular containing testimonials of the most 
which we had orders waiting, and are now prepared to 
fill all foture orders at our very low price for these fine 
instruments, $4.50 with bell, $3.00 without bell. Liberal 
discount for quantities. „ 
In another column will be found a few of the many 
kind words of recommendation which we have received 
from some of oar customers who availed themselves of 
our last special offer of new works, which closed June 
15th. It gives ns great pleasnre to state'that the number 
of subscriptions for these works was very large, and is 
another testimonial of the confidence reposed in ns by 
our patrons. 
The success with which this work has been used by 
teachers in all parts of the country, and the reputation 
it has gained, make any further words of comment, on 
our part, almost unnecessary. The price, $1.50. 
TESTIMONIALS. 
Your new edition of “Mendelssohn’s Songs Without 
Words” is superior to any previous edition I have seen, 
and I wonld heartily recommend its nse to all musicians. 
Respectfully, Mrs. Mart H. Doxsee. 
.. , ft •' ft’’ ft'1 ft:' ■ -ft ' ' " ft '’ftftft ■’ ft ' - : r ■ '-.'ft • ■ ft fA ft'.-ft' .■ 
Landon’s “Reed Organ Method” received to-day. I. 
have been looking it through, and have come to the con¬ 
clusion that it* is an excellent book, and just the thing ] 
distinguished authority. 
New York. 
Sohaum, 126 Worth St., 
"YXTANTED.—Position as Teacher of Theory and 
YV Pianoforte. Mas. Bac., Gold Medallist, Trinity 
University, Canada. Best references.. Address, “ Mus. 
B.,” Etude Office. 
/^ARGANIST.—Professional Organist and Choir Mas- 
U ter, a Thorough Musician and Teacher of Piano, 
Organ, and Theory, desires position. Best references 
and testimonials. Address, 
* C. A. L., care of The Etude. 
T>IANO FOR SALE.—A first-claBS square piano, new, 
. jL will be sold at a great sacrifice. Address 
■ Etude Office. 
The CHEVALIER PE 'KONTSECI, Hus. Doc., Member if the 
Academies of Rome, Vienna, Munich, and Stuttgardt, 
Director of Piano. 
JAMES P liDOi Directoi uf Violin Department 
and on the Brotherhood Technicon; in Expression and Artistic Piano 
Playing; in the New and Approved Methods in Music Teaching; in 
on Conducting Musicales and Illustrated Musical Lectures, 
JNSTBUMENTS rented at a dis¬ 
tance from New York, with the 
privilege of purchase. Bent ap¬ 
plied if instrument la purchased. 
Send for Rental-Purchase Plan. 
ME CLAVIER to used , and in- 
- Rrifau^ with-the rftactieb#^ stfcy in Hew 
convinced me of its superior qualities as an instrument for the technical part of piano practice. I shall be glad to take os 
with me to Europe, and will no opportunity to recommend yonr instrument to artists and intelligent students of the j 
26 West Fifteenth Street, . » 
NEW YORK 
w. 
ilitu 
Wmm 
■B71E1A.03HL3E3EBS* 
POCKET METRONOME 
SIMPLE. GIBVEIIEiT. BEIT III IIEIPEBSIIE. 
‘N order to stimulate musical composition in the United States 
e and Canada among the composers resident therein, ? i e, Sick 1-plate 0 ents, .1 ’ostpaid, 
Giving the correct Metronomic Marks after the 
Maelsel Standard, together with the 
True Tempos of sill the' Dances. 
<3 has decided to offer a series of prizes for the best original compo- (2, 
C$ sit*ons* The series will be open until November ist, 1892. The 5^ 
prize compositions will be published in the Journal during 1893, 
C2 with a circulation of 700,000 copies, forming part of the most Q 
notable series of musical compositions ever attempted by a 
periodical, for which Strauss, the waltz Icing, is writing an 
is original set of waltzes, and Charles Gounod and Sir Arthur 
22 Sullivan each an original song. The prizes offered are as follows 1 Q, 
These instruments have been especially manufactured 
for The Etude, end will be sent as a premium to any one 
iendin| t wo subs si il « r 1, Addr 31 a 
Introduction t© Studies iu Fkimmg, $100 for the Best Set of Waltzes 
$2:00 for tho Best Piano Composition 
S100 for the Best Ballad 
$100 for the Best Song [in a popular vein] 
$100 for the Best Anthem [Ea3te^h°rriqfm,,H-j 
$100 for the Four Best Hymn Tunes 
W„ So Bo MAT&SEWI 
I »( sa .nn«S Bemarki b; scl 1 Ids ms » ®b* 
Wsw. M*#b, >8r. Wet. M. Slierw®©#, 
Mr. AlberS B- Parsons, ete. 
It is concise ; it is exhaustive ; it is endorsed by most 
of the gr it American Pianists nd teachers. L ra of 
commendation of it have been received from the most 
prominent musicians in more than twenty different 
States. It Is adopted as a standard work in most of 
the Colleges in America. Its sales have been phenome¬ 
nal. Its price is very reasonable, viz.:. In Cloth, em¬ 
bossed, $1.00 ; in Board covers, 75 cents? and in paper 
covers, 60 cents. Address 
', TM2»U©KIS PRESSEB, 
1704 CHESTNUT ST.. PHILAD’A. PA. 
COURSE OF 
The only Complete Encyclopaedia of Music in 
the English Language. 
Bound in handsome Brown Cloth, Gilt Tops. Put up in boxes and 
sold only in complete seta. This new edition includes the Index. ]/0lumeS / //, Qn(j /// UoW Ready. $1.00 Each Grade. 
Price for 5 Volumes, (including Index,) $19.00. 
Price for Index, - $2.50. 
Addirpnn THEODORE PR ESSE R, L W. S. B. Mathews, with the help of other noted mu- 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILA. sicians and teachers, has taken the whole field of dtudes, 
and from them selected such as are roost useful for 
meeting etery necessity in a teacher’s experience. 
Teachers will be delighted with the '.sterling, musical and 
useful technical qualities of these dtudes. 
There are ten grades, a volume to each grade, each 
A collection of a higher grade of Piano Compositions, containing about thirty pages, and the studies in each 
Iso containing an extensive treatise on expression, , rogre88;vely arranged. The selections arc 
hip.n in on uran ipa ah if, is VRinn.nla. I hft npififtinlAu “ 6 r- ° 
Lessons in Musical History, 
Price $1.50, postpaid. 
STUDIES IN PHRASING 
VOL. OB. 
By W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
A eomprehenaivi ontl ne of music 1 h torj from the 
beginning of the. Christian era to the present time 5 espe¬ 
cially designed for the use of schools and literary insti¬ 
tutions. . 
Address Pul lisher, 
Tireodc)ri3 Pit esse:r, 
1701 Ch estnut 81reet, 
Purwuiti rnn. P* 
Mmmm 
Ifl FOUR BOOKS: 
PART III. —Arpeggios Rhythmically Treated (Passage School). 
PART IV.-—School of Octave and Bravura Playing. 
Pt^ICE OF each $1.00. 
MASQ 1’S f- IP’ GG10 i contain Ms treatment of tlie Diminished Seventh 
Choi* mditsFo 'teen Changes. These, by an ingenious device, develop a series of 
three hundred add sixty different arpeggios, and the manner of forming them is so 
simple that it can be memorized by a child in a few minutes. They are to be taken 
with the hands singly, in direct and in reverse direction, and with both hands 
together. . , 
This System, so Easy, so Simple, yet so Comprehensive, is one, of the 
best means of sharpening the Musical Perceptions of Pupils which has ever 
been invented in Pianoforte Technics. 
It also »is the advantage of Familiarizing the Pupil with Complicated 
Arpeggio Forms, and with all parts of the Keyboard, when in any other 
system he would still he occupied exclusively in elementary forms. Fox Manual 
Dexterity and for Musical Perception, nothing so useful as these exercises 
has ever been, invented. # 
Man.* ; acliers liav< been using them daring the thirty years or more since 
Dr. Mason began to make them public. All who have given them a thorough trtal 
agree that they are Indispensable, and that there is nothing' else whatever that 
can take their place and secure equal results with So Little. Labor On the part ©f 
the PUPIL and the TEACHER. 
Mason-', Arpeggios are Trea ; ed" Rhythmically, in a great variety of ways, 
affording meais of training the Perceptions of Rhythm, both in the matter of 
steady, reliable movement of the Pulse and Measure, and in the Subdivision of 
Pulses, in many different ways. There is nothing known in Pianoforte 
Technics which, can take the place of this Rhythmic Training, as here 
provided in Mason’s System. 
The work is now Wholly New, scarcely a line of his former work being 
contained in it. 
Numerous illustrations of the various positions of the hand will form one of "Z! 
the features of this work. 
Mas in’s 5 , Of-1 ©I ;ytaves: and Bravura Playing. 
This masterly work, which represents the ripe fruit of Dr. Mason’s long 
Experience as Teacher and Artist, contains the following subjects:— 
1. T. o F inciples of Octave Playing. 
2. IVon-Legato Oct.-, m . 
3. Interlocking Passages. 
4. Lagat C /es. 
5. The F- 'dal. Nc Studies illustrating its artistic use.) 
3. Exercises in Rotations and Contractions and Expansions. 
7. Chords and Chord Playing, both Legato and Staccato. 
8. Thematic List of Studies and Pieces advisable for Octave 
Practice. 
This work is by far-the most complete, and yet at the same time the clearest 
and most tersely put, treatise on the Art of Octave Playing that has ever been pub¬ 
lished in any part of tin1 world. 
\ Elegantly illustrated by new drawings made by the eminent artist, Mr. Childe 
‘ Ilassam. 
THE • ENTIRE • SERIES • OF 'TOUCH • HND • TECHNIC + 
comprises m origiaal system for the development of a eompleta ;teeliaief from' the ’beginner to the finished artist Its distinguishing characteristics 
are: An active mse of the pupil’s mind in technical work, with the resultant rapid, aai. thorough development; the application of accents, thus 
developing a true rhythm; & discriminating touch that leads to every variety of tone color and dynamic quantity, and an effective system of velocity 
practice that secures the necessary facility and speed of execution. All of which is applied to the artistio and expressive rendition of musical 
compositions. They are printed in separate volumes, in, order to enable teachers who are still dependent upon gems other system of technics Is add 
to their present stock the particular part of Mason’s System which they happen to need. Experience has shown that teachers differ greatly in their 
estimation of the relative value of the four elements in Mason's System, and the publication in separate volumes is intended to enable every, one 
to select the particular part he desires. . ■ 
The value of the Principle^uf Accentuation applied to Exercises is now so generally recognized by ail teachers and virtuosi that every 
hook of technics now contains more or less of it. Nevertheless, as Dr. Mason was the original discoverer of the principle, no application of it 
has been so ingenious and thorough as his 
This work la a wholly new exposition of the subject, representing the ripened musical experience of the distinguished author, who Is s 
teacher and a virtuoso by the Grace of God. . * ’ “ .. • : 
We have never offered teachers more valuable works than these. 
PART L—The Two-finger Exercises (School of Touch), 
PART //.—The Sca/es Rhythmically Treated (School of Brilliant 
Passages) 
MASON’S TWO-FINGER EXERCISE had its origin in the old days at Wei- , 
mar—more than thirty years ago. It grew out of a suggestion of Liszt’s. Dr. > 
Mason took it up, employed it with the happiest results in his own practice and 
teaching, and in the course of thirty years’ experience as a teacher lie hits greatly 
developed it in various directions, until it is now 
■ The best, if1 not'the only,, School ttf Touch Technic 
KNOWN TO 
_ ’ PIANOFORTE PEDAGOGICS. 
Th • following subjes Is are treated — 
explanations; of touch, 
THE TWO-FINGER EXERCISES, 
• THE RHODE OF PRACTICE, 
POSITIONS AND METHODS FOR USING THE 
FINGERS AND HANDS, Etc.. 
and the Exercises themselves. The explanations are singularly clear, Dr. Masou 
having taken the greatest possible pains to guard against the misapprehensions to 
which students are liable in taking up exercises so novel and so diversified in their 
method of practice as these. 
In the opinion of many of the best pianists and teachers, Mason's Two-finger 
Exercises are the most valuable contribution to Pianoforte Pedagogics made 
during the past half cetjtury. 
MASON'S COMPLETE SCALES, artistic-ally treated, for securing the best 
possible-results ip Pianoforte Technics. With Application of Rhythm, Velocity, 
Canon, and a great variety'of touches, whereby Fluency, Lightness of Runs, 
r snness, and Pearly Quality lee Ieourei 
The first-part of Mason’s Technics, which his practical experience as a Teacher 
led him to discover, was the fast form of the Two-finger Exercise. This he adopted 
from Liszt, but modified the manner of playing it in such a way as made it a 
wholly new exereise. The next was tlie-application of Rhythm*to the Scales, the 
immediate end sought being that of securing many repetitions, and an absorption 
of attention which to a degree conceals from careless pupils the length of time 
occupied in the practice; also leads directly to the best results through the more 
ac i e participation >f the mind These results ft !< wed sc unmistakably th; t this 
part of the system'attracted the attention of ail teachers in.position to observe it. 
The firat publication of these principles took plaee in 1868, in Mason and Hoadley’s 
New Method—a work prepared by Mr. Hoad ley, but declined l>y the publishers 
unless he could induce Dr.. Mason to permit his Accent Exercises to be included 
in it. " . . • 
Mason’s Accented Scales comprises the results of all his experience during 
more than thirty years in varying the applications of it, ami in adapting it to the 
Needs of Pupils ot Different Grades 
Mas< tf,. S< ale; ar< the First Considerable Addition to Tech srics in 
this direction since those of Tomaschkk, of Prague, were first introduced in this 
country by Nathan Richardson, who laid them from Dreyscliock. Mason’s Scales 
are far more Varied and Musically Productive than those of Toma- 
sciiek. The system contains sufficient variety of foims to carry a pupil Through 
Hb Entire* Musical Education. 
C HIC K E RIN G H A L L, 
This Institution offers unsurpassed advantages for the study of 
. > • .< - . f w.i. and In r tn ntal fusie, 1 ry and C >n > 
a* ion, DraraatU rt, Orat y, D< art to. 
FBEDSBUK 1, ILA.WBEIfCE, Musical. BMuector, 
1331 SOUTH BROAD STREET ivVinUUUS ATCUila OllCUt IVt WU KHIIUUk JLC4&CMt5ll»» lu auu iviw.i uhuio, U'K»U| iiuuu, vjoiiuu, u»r- ■■■ ..■*■;■■ mony, Counterpoint, and History of Music. 
Thirty-five Eminent Instructors. Terms moderate. Fall term Weekly Lectures and Musicales. 
begins September 7th. Catalogue, containing Dictionary of Musical BgecitRjs by dintlngnished (artists daring the year. 
Terms, mailed free on application. Individual lessons only. Daily use of the Technicon and Practice 
(90MB9 S. HATT8TAEBV, - Clavie^ All practice. under aupervision 
___ Cnnooefi Ion Cborcna ®rflBD. ©AgEntt EteEMflOnoG', nocdC 
'ffonnic Swl-fiia. 
Mb-. Y» J. P^WBESj iac., somi y«m- opens September 'IfMla, 
Gives Hesswuns personally, or by correspondence, in Maimony, SEND FOB ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. 
Cosantergtoint, Canon and Ffunie, Musical Form and Ik M VI ft rv AMD ‘A 4 
®r®Baestr©tfi®BB. Students prepared for musical examinations. “■ rLALlV, A. PL, rr6SlQ6nt. 
Most thorough and systematic course. Compositions revised nd- 
on i ed Terms moderate. Address .' 5 f'*< SJ ' I f | fl f gf 
The. Faculty of 30 Eminent Professors 
INCLUDES 
GILBERT R.'CORflBS, 
PR. WUCN A. ©LAE3KE, 
EKiSL (SASTELo 
EDWBE3 ATLUE BRILL, 
.HOMES W. PORJBMIER, JR., 
KOAM U IC®I. In ruction eh a Ii II rtrr a of 
Pupil, Classical, Artist, Choral and Orchestral Concerts, 
Solo >uet Trio Quai ett« I - embl 
Oratorio V ro 1c. 
FIVE COURSES OF STUDY. 
Boom, Board, Practice and Sheet (Susie at reasonable rates. 
For Ob ml *a» '<•, >ij to 
JAMES H. HOWE, DEAN, GBEIEiHOAS'FI/B, OTD. 
For Circulars of other University Departments, apply to 
President, Alexander Martin, d.d., ll.d., College of Literal Arts. 
Bev. S. L. Bowman, A.M., o.t.d., Dean of School of Theology. 
Son. Alexander C. Downey, ll.d., Dean of School of law. 
Henry A. Mills, Hahn of School of Art. 
'teimtel8.,PaCTi'^'-;'',v.--'*'>'V:-Norihill8dh6ol. Concerts, Piano Recitals and Piano Instruction. 
i iei >d will act mu id e two y ng ladies bonrc u in 
.. famil 1 i tht winter,wl . desire( 'i. li m ical 
ui i with t * iav t ;es o * tom Addi »s at her i d m 
H.L.USTMA'irEW-CATAliOGUES-MAIA.E D 
AM . H< 1 ® 5 ’ 4! Mew York Boujegi of- KSusbc, 
128 and 130 last 58tli Itreat. 
Dine e tor. 
Pme. FU$SCH‘'fnADI 
.Principal of Vocal Department. 
All branches of Music taught. 
Faculty comprises the most eminent 
Instructors. 
-NOTICE.- 
TheJMew York College of Music will remain 
open during the entire summer. 
ORGAN OPENINGS, Etc, 
1831 SOUTH ]B]£&QA.]D> ©TIESIKET, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
'Teachei of the 
mGAN — AND — PIANOFORTE 
3602 Hamilton St.i Philadelphia, Pa. 
1' > Charge for )rgan acticc Fui s rangement Je ft 
students studying for the profession. 
EDWARD BAXTER 
Dot c e it Pi iisi b d Leo u % 
MISS MARY H. BURNHAM Principal 
Address, 178 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. 
Mr. Perry makes an Annual Western and Southern Tour, from Sept. 
10th to the holidays. Special Terms to parties on his direct 
route desiring recitals at. that time. 
THE facilities which New York offers as. a residence 
for music students are well known, but the question 
of finding a suitable home is a perplexing one to those 
who come from a distance. In answer to a number oi 
requests I will receive into my family a few young ladies 
as music students. - 
The course of instruction will be progressive. Conse 
quently students of all grades will be admitted, but those 
desiring to fit themselves for piano teachers will be my 
preference. The school year will begin November 1st, 
1892 at vill be iivided in o fou tei m if seven weeks 
each. Students will be required to remain during one 
term, but may enter at the beginning of any term. 
I shall personally direct all studies, with Buch assist¬ 
ance as may be needed. Harmony and musical history 
classes, weekly recitals, teaching lessons, musical talks, 
ear training, etc., will be included in the course. A 
Bpecial feature will be the “teaching lesson,” when stu¬ 
dents themselves will have an opportunity of giving les¬ 
sons under my superintendence. Vocal instruction will 
be under the direction of Dr. and Mrs. Carl E. Martin. 
A chaperon will accompany pupils to concerts, operas, LEiPSiO AND WEIMAR, 1869-62, 
elcr- f . . . , r m.ii. . P0AMB8T9TEACHER, AM© WRQTTIIR. I refer by permission to Mr. William H.. Sherwood, _TEKMg/_ 
Chicago Conservatory, Chicago, Ill., und to all of my §60.00 for twenty one-hour lessons. §30.00 for twenty half-hour lessons, 
pupils; also to Hev. Cornelius B. Smith, D.D., 101 addbebs: 
East Sixty-ninth Street, and Rev. Charles O. Day, Brat- 37 Fort Avenue, or Chickering’s, 162 Tremont St., BOSTON, 
tleboro, Vt All applications to be made before Octo- —r——;-=—-————---—-L— -—— 
berist i892. - W. RHYS-H ERBERT, 
For further particulars as to terms, special studies, s 
f~f» address Maos. Bee.; Gold Hedullitt, BHDS; 
With a Large Faculty of Superior Instructors, and 
a splendid building for its exclusive use, the Oberlin 
Conservatory offers unusnal advantages for the Study of 
Music. 635 students last year. Total expense for one 
year’s study (88 weeks) need not exceed $800. 
Terms begin Sept. 15, Jan. 5, and April 5. 
If you are intending to study Music in any cf its 
branches, send for catalogue to 
F. B, RIOll, Director, 
OBBRLIN, OHIO. 
DnMn^ jnaittiKDAiL nism’iwiu'B’ffi aridd 
HHII CflDMSEBBVA'EM&EBlT ©E BHJM8I', 
WARREN,. OHIO, gives instruction in all departments 
of Mnsic, with a thorough, systematic course of study, 
and a faculty of the highest excellence and efficiency. 
Established twenty-two years. Catalogues free. 
JJEIKrnmB Muff, BecG’OtaFy 
GTANDARD WORKS. 
Dana’s Practical Haruony..02 00 
D .(■ i ... .... ... .. .... ’ 'V 
The 1 Art of FutenRiHO—. 70 
National 8chool for Corhict.2 so 
Progressive Studies for Violin.Each 1 00 
Mdwso Pabliaheta, - 
m • N A’® MfiJg 1C 4 i: ".I ri”le ::-:. 
BY CORRESPONDENCE. 
Papils prepared for Musical Examinations. Terms, Moderate. 
ADDRESS. HAZLETON, PA. 
MR. PERLEE V. JERVIS, 
TTIEL^OIHLfiCliS OIP PIANOFORTE 
HUGH A. CLARIE, ins. Bbc 
MASDS’8 “WKCH AM Si TECHHIC.” 
Studio S, Cnrneffle Music Hall, 1 Tuesday 
Xew Me fie, , j and Friday.; 
141 Montague 8t., liroohlgn, ]■ 1 Wednesday, 
’ f Thursday, and Saturday, 
In Harmony, Counterpoint, 
a ui C oi i| t >- io . 
- 
IjiHJHS 
Undoubted Success, Useful to All, 
Is a multiple copying 
device, provided: slm- 
'Pie. efficient, and lnex-r 
T" f "Tj.';,' pensive. 
THE EXPRESS DU- 
Ar*-.Z.Wk PLICATOR is that ap- 
—■— | paratus. Reproduces a 
^^^^^^^^S large number of exact 
cppies from any and 
every writing. Music, 
etc.; much different, 
quicker, and better 
than other processes. 
Within reach of all. Free 
specimen and Information c$ 
C. BENSINGER &, CO., 
©12 Dey Street, Corner Broadway, New Vork. 
IOO OOPIE8 FROM ANY MUSIC MS. 
IN 20 MINUTES. 
ALLEGRANDO 
Instruction and Pleasure Combined, 
A SPLENIC GAH1E FOR EVERY HOHE. 
Thle game consists of cards, on which the different notes and rests 
are printed, one on every card. After a number are distributed among 
the players, the cards are played in succession and added together as 
they are played until the value of a whole note is reached, when it 
counts one for the person who played the last card and completed the 
whole note. This gives a general Idea only. Fall directions, with 
rales for a number of different games, tables showing the notes, rests, 
keys, &c., accompany the game. 
Those learning to play the Plano, Organ, Violin, or any other instru¬ 
ment; those who sing; those who wish to read music faster; infect, all 
who are interested in music, need this-charming game. 
It teaches the value of notes and rests. 
The names of the notes. 
The various keys in which music is written. 
The different kinds of time. 
Practice in muBical fractions. 
The easiest way to learn to read music. 
Ton learn, while playing an interesting game. 
It is readily learned, even by children. 
Time devoted to playing this game is not wasted, as in most gomes, 
A splendid game for evening parties. 
A new departure—entirely unlike any other games. 
Parents can teach their children the rudiments of music, even if not 
musicians themselves. . 
Interesting to old and young, beginners and advanced alike. 
Those intending to study musics, will find it to their advantage to play 
this game a while before beginning lessons 
Price 50 Cents. 
Address Publisher, 
fHI@„ PRE-SSSet, 
1704 Chestnut Street. Philadelphia, Pa. 
Liberal Meduetton- *It& QizavMtim, 
• ’ -‘".'••I Beautiful tunes—Charming melodies, by the foremost church 
j ! v 'J,,--'’" ■■ . music composers; intended specially for church choirs on various 
•1 ■ occasions. Can be used by all Christian denominations. Not a 
N. - Hymnal, nor for use in the pew, but in tlte ehoir. Also just 
"•? '■ ‘ fcbeth ig for musical family d« as 
OS'-To Orgnnista and CPiotrvmiiBtei’s: Send 8© cents for 
—— ' a sample copy. You may find It just what you want to brighten up 
A Book for Everybody who wishes to use his Voice your aeryicea* - _ 
Artistically and Hygienically. e 
' J _____ ‘ For Bitter of the Above, Address 
H b a m, v teed sm pi :\i! i-c. ■ » THEODORE PRESSER, 
NingioCtN wtateb la ont of print. . I 1 ■>1*r Chestnut st„, , • • Pnrisdelphta, Pa*. 
I | a * SPECHAUCT F®S ASjIIi V©HCHS SElFECnrS Iseejps Is S&radto-og iia alto® flaa 4Sb® rairn 
LbU -RkOriaErij mer to students off the Aft, of Singing, fin all branches, and of Organ JPlaylng. 
i sply by Bettor . 28 VESIE’S'fS'ETSEJS’D’, OT2W MSGSES ®1 "TT. 
I.ABIES FSOK ABROAD elan be aeeomsnodatetl with board at tals\re«idenee.«Address,. , 
MR®. X,. RATMOHD UOFLRR, S7© Carlton Avenue, Broo&lyn, V. IT. 
SCIENTIFIC METHOD 
The inadequate results from technical exercises at the piano are well known to piano players, and form 
the great barrier to a proper advancement in piano playing. 
Science, having investigated this __ 
subject, has discovered and can explain 
the reasons of such uneconomical re- g 
suits, and can now supply at a cheap ' flfWEX ' /ACTTTN ! 
for developing and enlarging the technical dexterity of the hand. : -Jsr ■■ -U —J’ 
Employed by eminent pianists in their teaching, and for their own per- 
sonal use, Hundreds of teachers testify that it is invaluable to both them- M IB 1 M 
-—THE— ■ 
STUBEOT’S TEOTETKCOIT 
• FEIOB SIS. ' 
5HNICO 
s it. m nJ 
MEM 
tJMUW 
igsai iiai 
€E- cDitC^if IliUF’ 
lanMiTBCtME-eirs offtBs© Ojrflgteal ff«w>©iras 
AWRENCE CONCERT fi ALLET & DAVIS 
1 '_ ___ 
have no slops, but are so con- 
tiful Effects by the use of two levers 
away with a complicated stop action, 
causes much trouble and annoy - 
is that of a handsome Upright 
of the Case, hitherto considered im- 
a remarkable resonating Pipe qual- 
_ Reed Organs, and the most exquisite 
% The Reeds are the best patented 
brilliant Allegretto or Staccato music 
: the same as on a Piano. Beware of 
I ment styled “Piano Organs” and 
of 41 years’ close 
attention to organ 
building, , and over, 
87,000 are now in 
use and giving per¬ 
fect-satisfaction. 
deliver our Organs at your depot, freight paid. 
Send for our illustrated catalogue and book of testimonials; free to any address 
Music Teachers wanted in every town to represent our organs. 
BRATTLEBORO, VERMC [Jew designs. Styles Ke, 25 
These Instruments have been before the Public for over 
fifty years, and upon their excellence alone 
have attained an 
UN PURCHASED PRE-EMINENCE, 
Which establishes them as 
MaHDFACTUBKD 13T AU> STYLES OF 
22 and 84 IS* .BaltlMior© iSlap©©4, 
148 IFiifcSa m acxr 8©f3k Si,, 
SALT! ©me, 
HEW T©11, (U FOUGHT 
CQWCERT, 
'. . n reacber Bi Mi,g > n t 
Sixteenth Year. Publishers of the 
Factories; Brand Rapids and Muskegon, Michigan 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue.. 8end foe Ciecuuie. 
OFFICE, 205 TEMPLE COURT, 
• Cantatas for Small Choral Societies. 
“ MRS. SPEAKER ” 
About 3 dozen copies, just imported from Novello. To be sold cheap. 
“JOHN GILPIN.” 
HOW EEADV. 
Address iht - om poser, 
A, W. BC-SBf, 3802 Hamilton St., PM!f.„ fa. 
BllwoK Baetot Maid Essareisap 
FOR PIA.OTSTS. 
A complete, durable, and exceedingly practical hand'gyxn 
fen- preparing the bands for key-boanl work. Weighs only S 
i> h -i foi circuit r. 
' *'} mm ■v-i? 
m 
1% < r, ■< |i lliiii ■ 
-© 
IIP 
: ' ■ : V".. 
mm XEDM, f Alls, 1878= 
LIFE SIZE, 22 x 28 INCHES. 
Price $1.00. Postage and Tube, iO cts. Eicitra. 
“ $5.00, with Frame, Antique Oak. 
Packed to go by Express at purchaser’s charge. 
The following are now ready 
BEETHOVEN, MENDELSSOHN, MOZART, 
WAGNER, HANDEL, CHOPIN, 
LISZT* 
C ISSUES TO FOLLOW, 
, The elegant portraits have given the greatest satisfac¬ 
tion wherever introduced. The former price for these 
was $4.50 each, without frame. Suitable for the most 
elegant Studio, Music Boom or Parlor. 
Address THEO. PRESSER, PHILADELPHIA. 
from which the- excess of 
oil lias been removed, 
Is Absolutely jp’mro 
ttnA 4£ is Soluble. 
Ati'owto^o^ £>i^ar, and is therefore for 
more economical, costing less than one cent a 
cap. It is delicious, nourishing, strengthen¬ 
ing, easily digested, and admirably adapted 
for invalids as well as for persons in health. 
Sold by Grocers everywhere. 
]ga^| jfumber! of JjXfo 
Unbound Volumes for 1886, - 
“ 1887, - 
“ 1888, - 
“1889, - 
“ 1886, - 
“ 1887, - - 
1888, - 
“ 1889, 
“ 1890, - 
“ 1891, - 
Bound 
FOXCROFT, ME 
Send for our New Catalogue and Prices, 
©KAKSUGS STUPflE 
These volumes contain from 18 to 20 dollars worth of music in 
each year. The various articles give a great amount of information 
of permanent value. It is a peculiarity of The Etude that its 
articles are of substantial and lasting worth. Address the Publisher, 
ALL OBGAHS MADE 6-OCTAYE, From the Von Bulow Edition. 7 
PRoee ^a.5®. firmly bourse. 
LIBERAL DEDUCTION TO THE PROFESSION. 
The Volume contains the choicest of the Von Biilow 
editions, which are published in sheet form, in four 
books. This abridged edition can be used in most cases 
for the complete work. Only the most difficult and un¬ 
important ones have been eliminated. 
Address Publisher, 
m hies :b, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa, 
Every dealer wants to see our new style 
17 Piano, Just out. 
SOMETHING ENTIRELY MEW. 
IssMcSim’s fra@®d Oiffai EMM 
Price SI.50. '~By CHAS. W. LANDON, ■ Foreign Fingering. 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA. PA 
This Method is something entirely new. Every piece 
is especially arranged for the Reed Organ. * They are 
xelected from the best composers. Each piece is copi¬ 
ously annotated, analyzed, and every possible help given 
thepnpil as to the best way of practicing and learning it. 
Pieces are carefully graded. Every difficulty is first 
prepared in an easy and-attractive form. The Reed 
Organ Touch is clearly explained (a hitherto neglected 
feature). Phrasing is successfully taught. ‘ The whys and 
wherefores of every point are clearly given. Many special 
and beautiful Reed Organ Effects are fully illustrated. 
Send 7;..* a Ss triple < lopy, 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
MP T N r T Ri AN1STS 
The game, which consists of 48 cards, can be played by 
any number, of players^ The object of the game is to 
impress on the mind of the players the important events 
in t le l* es )f < omposere . I ausicia s 
I1*?’, s Publi her, A MONTHLY MAGAZINE .. 
"■FOB 
0BGABIST8 AID OBGAI STUDEITS 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa, VOL. ‘8 s 
r THIS work is published by subscription. Each vol- 
© b ume is complete in 12 Parts. All the leading 
r*. Professional and Amateur Organists throughout 
the country endorse it. 
The success of the first volume has been unprecedented in the 
annals of Organ Music in this country. 
The music is selected from the most practical and latest compo¬ 
sitions- ofthe best German, French,-American and English writers, 
etc., etc. . .. 
We would like to Impress upon you the fact that— 
1st.—The musio is edited in. the most careful manner. Special 
attention given to the Phrasing, Petlal Marlcingi Registration, etc. 
2d.—TheMusic it printed from Engraved Plates (not type). 
_3d.—No other work gives so uiiK-li music for so little money. 
, 4th.—None ofthe pieces are too difficult Jot the Amateur .or the Sludmt, 
and ;.he Professional Organist will find a large number of compositions 
whtch are only to be found at present in expensive editions. 
And in addition there are eight pages of reading matter, consist- 
ing of articles on Organ Playing, Registration, Choir Training, Har¬ 
mony, etc.; also descriptions of new Organs, Biographies or noted 
Organists and Organ Composers. 
Eve ■„ opic will 1 11 iusst i lha 111 sti ni late and aid in tl 
development of the Art of Organ Playing. 
The Organists’ Journal contains Twenty Pages in Each Pakt. 
The TechnScon, 
’ A MECHANICAL APPLIANCE 
FOR THE 
Development of Piano Technic 
PXAWQFOKTB. 
PRICE $1.00 
Libf ral deduction to <1*.- pr jfessi m. 
Send for circular giving full information. 
Address • ' if' 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA. 
. mi,avo oltA i /. . ume is in course 01 publication, and win oe sent, postpaid, 
lu6F6 are tew really good, collections of easy in*' receipt of the subscription. 1 
8tructiye music. This album will be . welcome is Circulars and sample pages, giving full information, will be sc 
supplying a need with most teachers. They- are ^ on receipt name and address, 
pieces intended to form the taste of the pupil. All Wl, 1. ASRMALL, 
are closely, fingered and edited. We consider that ,,, - mm -third Am., W, Y. Ci< 
the collection cannot be excelled for formative VHE'6.'PRESSER, 
Pieces ' 1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia. 
.4*10 '2V»gQ tfriTblpH V «n|:f :j Til d f^iTT" Iff* a , " 
' ■’ ':.; 
A Monthly Journal Devoted to the Theory, Analysis, 
Review, and Practice of Mnsio. 
FBEDEBICE GBANT GLEASON, - Mssagiag Eaitor, 
CALVIN 3. SAB?, - Associate Editor, 
Subscription Price $1.00 Per Year. 
Dreder, IICHMD 0. SCHIRMER, 
TEACHERS’ FAVORITES, 
A List of Standard Educational Works 
The faculty consists of well known instructors of the 
moBt celebrated institutions of musical learning. 
TIE PEINCIPAL INBSmTOBg All: 
B1C1ABD C. SCHIRMER. 
MEIRY A. LANG 
(Late Professor of the Koenigsberg Conservatory). 
NORBSAN SCHAFFER. 
FREDERICK VOEEKER 
(Late Professor of the Raff Conservatory). 
FRED. HAHN 
(First Violinist of the Boston Quintet Club). 
E. STAWKOWITCH. 
K . P. 
, OH. FA AS. 
Preparatory Exercises In Pianoforte Playing. By 
Carl f aelten Price <6 cents, net. 
By Edmund Neupert. Op. 57. Price 75 cams. The Philadelphia Conservatory enjoys a repu 
tation for furnishing a COMPLETE 
Musical Education, .. 
Illustrated Catalogue will be mailed on ap¬ 
plication. 
Pianoforte. By A. D. Turner. Op. 20. Price 90 
ce 
^tnde Album for th© Pianoforte. A - collection of 
Etudes for th« Pianofi - e, sele * <' at d uranged in 
pr • essive rder. By Ai hur F< ot Price $1 00 
For further information, address to 
C. SCHI ill Ei, Director, 
834 UOBTH BBQAB ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA, 
GOTTSCHALK * LYRIC * SCHOOL, 
24 ADAMS ST., CHICAGO. 
Special Studies in Presto Scales for Pianoforte. By 
Stephen A. Emery. Op. 20. Price $1,25. 
Method of Pianoforte Technique. By Charles Butt- 
schardt, with additions by Arthur Foote. Price 
$1.00, net. 
The Art of Phrasing. 80 Vocalises by C. Gloggner- 
Castelli. Edited by G. Federlein. Book I, price 
$1.50, soprano or tenor, contralto, baritone or 
bass. Book II, price $2.50^ soprano or tenor, 
contralto. 
Progressive Vocal Studies for Medium Voice. By 
Alfred Arthur. Price 75 cents, net. 
Vocal Method. By Charles E. Tinney. Price $1.00, 
Vocal and Instrumental Music in all its branches. .• ■ 
Dramatic, Delsarte, Stage Dancing, Fingering, etc. 
Also, Art Department, OH, Crayon, Pen Drawing. 
Summer Term, July 1st to Aug. 13th. 
Fall Term, September 12th. 
Vccal Department, L. G. GOTTSOEALE, Director. 
Piano Department, AUGUST EYLLESTED, Director. 
Catalogue Hailed-on Application. 
Director,!. G. GOTTSCHALK. 
CONSERVATOBY OF MUSIC?, 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 
ijtnde Album for the Organ. A collection of Etudes 
for the Organ. Selected and arranged is progres¬ 
sive order with Registration, Pedaling, and Fin¬ 
gering carefully indicated. By Everett E. Truette. 
Price $1.60, net. 
fetude Album for Violin. A collection of Etudes for 
the Violin. Selected and arranged in progressive 
order by Charles M, Allen. Price $1.26, net. 
All Branches Musical Art. Elocution, Modern Languages. 22 In- 
st B si a Ni s Only Con Music 
School North of Chicago. Send for Catalogue. 
CJLARANCJS A. MARSHAK!,, Director. 
BOSTON TRAtNINi SCHOOL 
OF MUSIC. 
By Edwin M. Lott and 0. B. Brown. Price 60 
cents, net. 
Primer of Musical Forms. By W. S. B. Mathews. 
. A Systematic View of the Typical Forms of Mod-’ 
era Music. Price 80 cents, net. 
i. E( Oh ) YEAR BEl fi S SEPT 8th 
Classes in Harmony, Symphony; Vocal Ensemble 
and Instrumental Ensemble Classes; String Quar- 
_ _ telte and Orchestra Classes; Concerts given by 
concertshbFe^nentmne:n.teachinB Ulid*r^aueervislon-Tectures'and the professors and pupils of the Academy in our 
All erades of pupils received in the iPrejjtarmtory and inter- own Hall. Lectures on Acoustics and other musi- 
• cal tonics 
The Department of BE.OCU’riON is the Emerson College of ■ 1" 
oratory. , The Concert Hall contains a very effective 
The Department of ABV is in charge of the eminent artist, Ohiirph Orcran built bv TTnnlr Xr TTaatinmi 
Henry 8andham, R. C. A., with a competent staff of European- ^uurcn urgail, OUUD Dy HOOK Hastings, Ol 
trained artists. TTItais cSepairlairaeBBit will embrace till Boston. 
ba-amdae® off art standy, iaaclaadlaas; faralBBlaag'laa fllluas- _ _ , ' , . 
taratioaa. Janko key-board taught. 
For Calendar, with full particulars, address the Director, 
F r illustrated cat: i >gues a »ply to 
RICHARD ZECKWER; 
Hall Orders solicited and promptly filled 
to all parts of the Country. 20 Music Hall Building, 
MMMMM 
A Ilonthly Journal Devoted to the Theory, Analysis, 
so™ AGKira ™E ™,TKW STATKS F°I Review, and Practice of Husio. 
Henry Litolff, Brunswick, Germany ; The Edwin Ash- PaEDEBIC2 8EAMT GLIASON, . Managing Editor, 
doivn Collection; Edition Chanot (Violin Music), GALVIN 3. GAD?, - - - Associate Editor. 
aBd the Vienne Conservatory Edition of the Subscription Price $1.00 Per Year. 
PIANOFORTE CLASSICS. Ji'.r r/.' j/'f'/r./rs AUK:— 
- Reviews of New M isie and of New Edi¬ 
tions of Important Works. 
TEACHERS’ FAVORITES. A Graded Thematic Manual for Piano- 
, • forte Teachers, by Calvin B. Cady, an 
k List of Standard Educational Works. installment of which is contained in 
each number. 
Editorial Articles of an Educational Char- 
Preparatory Exercises in Pianoforte Playing. By acter. 
Carl Faelten. Price 75 cents, net. Analyses of Instrumental and Vocal 
BO Easy and Melodious Studies for .the Pianoforte. Works of the Best Class. 
By Henry Maylath. Op. 163. In two books. The_ reviewing of music is done, by a large Btaff of prominent 
p •,, - . .i musicians, and the works that aie listed are admitted solely on their 
Jrnce $l.zo pacn DOOK. merit. This makes it especially helpiul to teachers, choir leaders 
24 Short Melodious Studios tor the Pianoforte. B, SS&iSSi&f *ho *pp'““" n’U,bl* ~"'”t 
A. D Torner. Op. 30. Price, Pt. 1, $1.50; Pt. 
2, $1,25. ■ ■ tm list of works that the teachers in large cities select and use for 
1 hemeelyef. ■ 
100 Original - Daily Exercises for the Pianoforte, .merits oiyiS^Mi^cincviEw^ an^isLtere™^n\o^eryi^te^Mvejy” 
By Edmund Neupert. Op- 57. Price 75 cenis. The analyses of works are conducted with a view of clearly dem~ 
' ■■ ■ ■■■ . r - . . ' . ;>;* - :  oustrating-their rythmic, melodic, and harmonic structure, thereby 
IS Eo»7 Octwre Stodiee (lo the Buyer hejo) tor 
Pianoforte. By A. D. Turner. Op. 20. Price 90 terpretation. 
cents. 
£tnde iihhm fnr the Pianoforte. 
• @34 WORTH SIOAO STREET. 
(Founded 1877. Incorporated 1884>) 
WILL REOPEN SEPTEMBER 5th 
Director, RICHARD C. SCHSR1ER, 
The faculty consists of well known instructors of ibe 
most celebrated institutions of musical learning. 
?2E PmOlFAL IN8TBUG?0B& All: 
EICHASD C. SCHIRMER. 
mBf'AMK 
(Late Professor of the Koen igsberg Conservatory). 
SfORlIABT'SCMAlTER. 
FREDERICK VOE2.KEK, 
(Late Professor of the Raff Conservatory). 
FRED. HAMM 
(First Violinist of the Boston. Quintet Club). 
E. STAEKOWITCH. 
A collection of 
Etudes for the Pianoforte, selected and arranged in 
progressive order. By Arthur Foote. Price $1.00, 
: net. v-Vy.•'■"■v'A ' ' V- 
Special Studies in Presto Scales for Pianoforte. By 
Stephen A. Emery. Op. 20. Price $1.25. 
Method of Pianoforte Technique. By Charles Butt- 
schardt, with additions by Arthur Foote. Price 
$1.00, net. 
The Art of Phrasing. 30 Vocalises by C. Gloggner- 
Castelli. Edited by G. Federlein. Book I, price 
$1.50, soprano or tenor, contralto, baritone or 
bass. Book II, price $2.50, soprano or tenor, 
contralto. 
Progressive Vocal Studies for Medium Voice. By 
Alfred Arthur. Price To cents, net. 
Vocal Method. By Charles E. Tinney. Price $1.00, 
For further information, address to 
R. C. SCHIRK3ER, Direetor, 
834 NORTH BEGAD ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA, 
GOTTSCHALK * LYRIC + SCHOOL, 
24 ADAMS ST., CHICAGO. 
ocal ndlns ne • ic in al itot inehei ' ■ 
Dramatic, Delsarte, Stage Dancing, Fingering, etc. 
Also, Art Department, Oil, Crayon, Pen Drawing, 
Summer Term, July 1st to Aug. 13th. 
Fall Term, September 12th. 
Vccal Department, L G. G0TTSGHAL2, Director. 
Piano Department, AUGUST EYLLESTED, Director. 
Catalogue Mailed-on Application. 
Director, L. G. GOTTSCHALK. 
Musical Academy 
1617 SPRUCE STREET, PHILADELPHIA. 
5073 IAIN STREET, GERMANTOWN. WORTH W 1ST E ii 
COMSEKVATO IT OF MUSIC, 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 
£tude Album for the Organ. A collection of Etudes 
for the Organ. Selected and arranged in progres¬ 
sive order with Registration, Pedaling, and Fin 
gering carefully indicated. By Everett E. Truette. 
Price $1.60, net. 
litode Album for Violin. A collection of JEtudes for 
the Violin. Selected and arranged in progressive 
order by Charles N. Allen. Price $1.25, net. 
Dictionary of Musical Terms and Elements sf Music. 
By Edwin M. Lott and O. B. Brown. Price 60 
cents, net. 
Primer of Musical Forms. By W. S. B. MathewB. 
A Systematic View of the Typical Forms of Mod¬ 
ern Music. Price 80 cents, net. 
All Branches Musical Art. Elocution, Modern Languages. 22 In- 
struct ore Best i lot tin * nly Couipl Musi 
School North of Chicago. Send for Catalogue. 
: (7.L A-RAjVCVE -A. JUTAL.22 Al HA 2&1&, JDfrecfor. Private and Class Lessons in all branches of Music. 
TEMIj to $30.00. 
1187 Pupils in Attendance Last Season. 
BOSTON TRAINING SCHOOL 
OF MUSIC. 
Special Object: The Training of Teachers. t> 
- FREE - ADVANTAGES: 
' SECOND YEAR. BEGINS SEPT. 8th. . „ c , Tr , ^ 
_ Classes m Harmony, Symphony; Vocal Ensemble 
The NOEtUAL coustSE, for which entrance examinations and Instrumental Ensemble Classes; String Quar- 
training and broad education, providing a thorough equipment for telte ana Orchestra Classes; Concerts given by 
concert^by’eSnenfme;nteaChinB Ulldersupervision; lectures, and the professors and pupils of the Academy in OUr 
All grades of pupils received in the Preparatory and luster- OWU Hall. Lectures on Acoustics and-other musi- 
nsediate Courses. ' > cal tonics 
The Department of ELOCUTION is the Emerson College of - 
Oratory. The Concert Hall contains a very effective 
The Department of AMT is in charge of the eminent artist, Church Orirnn hnilt hv TTnnlr Jb- TTaatinm nf 
Henry Sandham, R.C.A., with a competent staff of European^ ^uurcn Organ, Dtllit Dy HOOK & Hastings, Ol 
trained artists. This department will embrace all Boston. 
branches of art study. Including training In illuK- , , 
(.ration. Janko key-board taught. , 
For Calendar, with full particulars, address the Director, ■ 
GEO. H. HOWARD, k. M„ Jf For .lifted catalogue, apply to 
20 Music Hall Building, - Boston, Mass. / RICHARD ZECE£lfiJER, Djpeetfflp. 
CmmpTMe Catalogues %wA St imidt* PI«»o 
Teachers* Manual tent free 
upon application. 
Mall Orders solicited and promptly filled 
to r s< pa ts ol the Countrj 
